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Human :freedom stands out as an apparent fact
of our consciousness, while it is also, I
concei e, a highly probable deduction of
analogy' from the nature of that portncn of
the mi:ndwhose sc1ent1f1c constitution we
are able to 1nvest1gate. But whether accepted as li fact reposing on consciousness. or
as a conclusion sanctloned by reason, it
must be so 1nterpreted as not to confl1ct
wlth a:n establ1shed result of cbser-ve t t on,
v1z.1 that phaenomena, 1n the productlon of
whlch large masses ~f men are concerned. do
actually exhibit a very remarkable degree
of regular1ty • • • • There 1s thus no
sound object1on ~ pr1or1 aga1nst the poss1b111ty of that spec1es of data wh1ch 1s
requisite for the eXper1mental foundatlon
of a science of soclal statlstlcs.

•

•

•

It ls to be deslred, and lt mlght w1thout
great presumpt10n be eXpected, that 1n th1s,
as 1n other 1nstances, the abstract doctr1nes
of science should minister to more than
intellectual grat1flcat1on. Nor. v1ew1ng
the apparent order 1n wh1ch the sc1ences
have been evolved, and have successively
contributed their aid to the serv1ce of
mankind. does 1t seem very 1mprobable that
a day may arr1ve 1n wh1ch s1m1lar a1d may
accrue' from departments of the field of
knowledge yet more intimately allled with
the elements of human welfare.

George Boole.
Laws of Thought
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PREFACE
If one had to choose a s1ngle theme wh1ch best
descr1bes

the d1verse efforts of demograph1c

over the ~ast century 1t would undoubtedly
of aggregate
1nfluence
r-.

populat1on

1t.

be the study

growth and the forces which

A str1k1ng feature of convent1onal

graph1c analys1s
1nteract1on

analysts

1s its fa1lure to take account

demo-

of the

between the male and female populat1ons

1n produc1ng

populat1on

t10ns reproduce

growth.

S1nce human popula-

sexually, the cont1nued absence of

e1ther males or females 1n a soc1ety would result
eventually
growth.

1n the dec11ne and cessat10n

of population

Complete absence of e1ther sex occurs rarely,

if at all.

It not infrequently

happens, however,

that

one sex outnumbers the other, either in the ponulation
at large, 'or 1n the reproduct1 ve ages.
of population

The tendency

to decline wh1ch 1s manifest

complete absence

1n the

of either sex may reasonably

be

supposed to occur in some lesser degree when this sex
1s 1n short supply relative
demographers

to the other sex.

have l1ttle knowledge

1t 1s not for want of address1ng

111

If

of these effects

the problem, nor for

want of relev&nt populat1on

data.

been discussed

for half a century and

sporadically

The problem has

there 1s much data wh1ch has never been analyzed.
The d1ff1culty

seems rather to 11e in the failure to

solve several puzzling analytical

problems.

The present work 1s one of several recent efforts
devoted to solv1ng these problems.
approach

is the construction

often called "models."
demographic

analysis

architectural
relat1vely

and study of what are

The function of models 1n

is similar to the function of

models.

inexpensive

and relationships

The general

They provide a compact and
means of perceiving

objects

which may later be realized

more extensive and enduring form.

In architecture

costs are Cor land and building mater1als.
gra'Phy they are for information,
basic population

-processes.

In demo-

In demogra'Phy as in archi-

t(:>warda further object.

in demogra'~hy 1.s the discovery
ties and the generation

the

stat1stics on the

tecture models are not an end in themselves,
directed

in a

but are

This further object

of empirical regulari-

of empirically

refutable

pro-

posi tions llbout past, present and future population
phenomena.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Suppose th:atin a particular society the annual
rate of pClpulation growth declines each year for a
decade.

In the absenge of further information one

might rea::;onablysuggest that some social or biological change may be effecting a permanently lower rate
of growth.

Given information on the distr1but1on of

the population by age, however, such a Judgment may
appear qu1te 1ncorrect.

Most of us learn from common

experience that chances of death are greatest at very
young and very old ages and that few persons become
parents wh1le in these extreme ages.

Th1s circum-

stance has important implications for the analysts of
population growth trends.
Consider a population which experiences a period of out:migration of large numbers of persons in
the 1ntermed1ate ages followed by a period in whtch
m1gratlon 1s negligible.

If persons remaining in the

populat1on continue to marry and bear children as
before, thl~annual number of b1rths per total population wlll t~vidently decline. for the numbers of per-

1

2

sons in the childbearing ages will have declined relative to total population.

Likewise, if persons re-

ma1ning in the populat1on experience the same condit t ons

of m.ortality as before, the annual number of

deaths per total populat1on will evidently 1ncrease,
since the number.s of persons 1n the ages of h1ghest
morta11ty w1ll have 1ncreasedrelative
lation.

to total popu-

These shifts in birth and death rates will

result in low annual population growth rates.

These

low growth rates will be temporary, however, for as
the deficiency of persons in the intermediate ages
gradually becomes a deficiency in old ages the argument applies in reverse.

Birth rates will rise,

death rates will fall, and relatively high annual
population growth rates will result.
Circumstances other than migration may create
a similar :result.

A temporary period of high

mor-

tality due to epidemic or famine generally falls more
heavily upon the very young and the very old.

The

numbers of persons in intermediate ages will therefore increuse relative to total population following
such a pertod.

A period of unusually h1gh fert1l1ty

will result in a relatively large number of young
persons.

J\nnual growth rates will slowly rise as this

group of yc)ung persons moves into the childbearing

3

ages and then fall as the group passes into old age.
The formal conclusion
when cert~hin disturbances
tribution

of this argument

of the population

1n a society are followed

negligiblE! migration
tions of fert1l1ty

and relatively

is that,
age dis-

by a period of
constant

condi-

and mortality, annual population

growth rates will exhib1t long term fluctuations.
It follows

that changes

consistent

trends over many years, do not necessarily

ind1cate

enduring

practical

biolog1cal

imp11cation

future population
age dIstrIbution

in these growth rates, even

or social change.

of th1s 1s that assessments

growth which take account

To make this argument
one must evidently

of the

growth rates.

prec1se and quantitative

define the notion of "constant

of fertility

first mo r t.a Lt t y ,
g1nn1ng

of

will more lIkely prove valid than

those based only upon annual population

conditions"

The

and mortality.

Cons1der

Persons in a population

of any year may be class1fied

at the be-

by age.

A cer-

ta1n prcpor tn on of those in each age group survive to
the end of the year.
in denographrc

These proportions

terminology,

tal1ty for the populat10n
While this characteri2atlon
ta11ty 1s subjeot

constitute,

the "age schedule
during

of mor-

the given year.

of age schedules

to a variety

II

of technical

of morelabora-

4

tions,the essential point in the present context is
that demographers generally identify "constant condi tn ons " or mortality with unchanging age schedules
of mortal~Lty.
Con:~ider next fertility.

If the ages of the

parents of every. birth were always the same,births
could be ~tssigned the common age group of their parents.

One could then define a birth rate for any

age group as the number of births assigned to this
age group divided by the number of persons in this
age group and proceed to define an "age schedule" of
fertility.

If the ages of parents differ, however,

complicat1.ons ensue.

If each birth is assigned to

both parents some births will be counted twice.
births

az-e

If

assigned to only one parent one must choose

between the male and the female parent.

The imita-

tion of th.edefinition of constant conditions of mortali ty thu'.sleads to an ambiguous result.

How shall

constant conditions of fertility be def1ned?
In a certain formal sense this ambiguity d1sappears if one.agrees at the outset to cons1der either
the female population only or the male population only.
Births are then automatically assigned to a single age
group and constant conditions of fertility may be
identif1ed with unchanging age schedules of fertility.

5

The analYI:!is·
of the impact of age distribution on
popu La t f on growth is reduced in this way to the study
of the consequences of constant age schedules of mortal1ty and fertility in either the male or the female
population.
Most;demographic analysis has in fact been
based on the female population only and this is the
source of the "two-sex problem" in demography.

The

problem iu sometimes regarded as a matter of the relative merits of choosing the female as against the male
population, or as a matter of the relation between the
results baaed on these two alternatives.
fair

to

I think it

say, however, that the real problem lies in

the c t r-cums tance of hav1ng to choose at all.

Everyone

knows that both male~ and females are indispensible
for populat1on growth.

Yet the attempt to analyze the

effects of age distribution on population growth leads
somehow in practice to an entirely artificial choice
between is~oring males or ignoring females.

It is not

generally ~rgued on the baSis of this that the whole
idea was wrong to begin with and that the attempt to
analyze the significance of age distribution for population gro·wth should be abandoned.

But something has

definitely gone awry in the manner in which the argument has been made precise and quantitative.

The

6

challenge of the two-sex problem in demography is to
find out what and set the matter straight.

This is

the proble:rnto which the present work 1s addressed.
Early Disoussion of the Problem
In a short note published in 1907 Alfred J.
Lotka consl.ders a society for which "general condit rons

in t:hecommunity are constant, and the 1nfluence

of em1gration and 1mm1grat10n neg11g1ble" (1907a;21).
He asserts that under these ciroumstances the age
composi t t on of the populat1on "will tend to assume a
f1xed form"(1907aa22) and proceeds to der1ve a now
well known formula wh1ch expresses this "f1xed" age
compositio11 in terms of the age sohedule of morta11ty, the rate of growth, and the b1rth rate.

Lotka

does not elaborate the phrase "general condit1ons 1n
the communx ty" nor does he adduce any argument 1n
support of the propos1t1on concern1ng the population
age compostt1on.
Both issues are taken up in a now classic paper
by Sharpe e.nd Lotka published several years later.
They formulate the problem as follows (19111435).
G,·1venthe age-d1str1but1on 1n an isolated populat1on at any instant of t1me, the
"life curve" (l1fe table), the rate of procrea tio'nat every age in l1fe, and the rat10

7

of male to female births, to find the
age-distribution at any subsequent instant.
The "rate of procreation"

is defined as "the number

of male births per unit time at time t due to the
• • • males whose ages lie between a and a + da • • •

II

and is denoted by ~(a).

Sharpe and Lotka remark that

(19111436)

Now in the quite general case ~(a)
will be a function of the age-distribution
both of the males and females in the populat10n, and also of the rat10 of male b1rths
to female b1rths.
We are, however, primarily concerned
w1th comparatively small displacements from
the "f1xed" age distr1but10n, and for such
small displacements we may regard ~(a) and
the rat10 of male b1rths to female b1rths
as independent of the age-distribution.
The authors then consider a closed population in
wh1ch the male age schedule of mortality and the male
age schedule of fertil1ty a(a) are constant and conclude on the basis of a mathemat1cal argument 1nvolving Lnt egra L equations that (1911,437)
• • • if we suppose any small displacement
from this "f1xed" distribution brought about
1n any way, say by
temporary d1sturbance
of otherwise constant cond1t1ons, ••• ,
the population will ultimately return to the
"f1xed" age-distr1bution.
Toward the end of the paper they remark that "of

8

course similar considerations apply to the females
1n the popul.at t on " (19111438).
In a paper published a decade later Lotka attempts to relax the assumption of constant age schedules of fertility.

He proposes in this paper to

(1922a339)
• •• offer a proof of stab1l1ty which employs only elementary analytical operations,
and wh1ch 1s read1ly extended to cover also
the case of large displacements.
He notes aga1n that "the factor e{a) wlll ln general
1tself depend on the prevai11ng age d1str1but10n"
(1922.340) and goes on to say that
• • • 'tieshall first deve Lop our argument
on the supposition that ~(a) is independent
of the age distribution. We shall then extend Ollr reason1ng to the more general case
of ~(a) var1able ••••
Lotka's argument 1s remarkable for 1ts ant1c1pat10n
of a technique later exploited rigorously by Solow
and samuelson (1953: see also N1ka1do, 1968, Chapter

3).

In attempting to generalize the argument Lotka

dist1ngu1srris three cases.

In the first two of these

cases, labl!!led(1) and (2a), the argument holds.. Of
the th1rd ease , labeled (2b), Lotka writes (1922.344):
• • • the argument

presented on the assump-

9

tion of invariable ~(a) fails, • • ••
Stability of the fixed age distribution may not
extend to d1splacements such as th1s.
Stab1l1ty of the fixed age d1str1but1on 1n the case
where the female age schedule of fert1l1ty 1s not
assumed constant 1s thus left an open quest1on.
The Marr1age Funct10n Concept
What is the nature of the relation between numbers of births and the distr1bution of population by
age and sex 1n a society 1n wh1ch "constant cond1t1ons"
of ferti11ty obtain?

One approach to th1s quest10n

1s to ask what manner of mathematical runc t t on expresses
the number of b1rths during any per10d 1n terms of the
population age-sex distribution for this period.

Both

the assumption of a constant age schedule of fert1lity
for females and the assumpt10n of a constant age schedule of fert1lity for males def1ne such a funct1on, but
the numbers of b1rths computed from a female age schedule will not in general equal the number computed from
a male age schedule unless the proport1onal age-sex
distribution of a populat1on rema1ns constant.

This

elementary 1nadaquacy may be remed1ed by averaging the
values of these two functions, but the result1ng funct10n will produce positive numbers of b1rths even if

10

one sex is entirely absent.

Complete absence of either

sex may ne'Ver occur 1n pract1ce, but a funct10n wh1ch
g1ves a patently absurd result in an extreme case 1s
under suspic10n of g1ving an inadaquate result in less
extreme circumstances.

One concludes that "constant

conditions" of fertility cannot in general be identified with constant age schedules of fertility because
changes 1n age-sex d1stribut1on imply chang1ng age
schedules of fert1l1ty even if the dispos1tion of the
1nd1v1duals 1nvolved to marry and procreate rema1ns
unchanged.
When reproduction is regulated by monogamous
marriage, the natural un1ts of reproduct1on are marr1ed couples and "constant condit1ons" of marital fertility may be 1dent1fied with an unchanging age schedule of marital fertility giv1ng births per couple for
a given pe:riod for each possible combination of ages
of partner,s. This marital fertility schedule applied
to the distribution of couples by the ages of the two
partners fl:>rany per10d determines the aggregate age
schedules of fertility for this period, hence the dependence of the latter on the populat1on age-sex d1stribution ls reduced to the dependence of the distribut10n of couples on this age-sex distribution.

This

leads one "toconsider the processes by wh1ch couples

11

are formed and dissolved.

The dissolution of couples

by divorce and death may be analyzed in the same manner as the death of ind1v1duals by 1ntroduc1ng appropriate schedules of rates per couple.

What remains

to be anal:rzed is the process of marriage. and one
'sees at once that the remarks made with respect to the
dependence of numbers of births on overall age-sex
distributi(on apply also to the dependence of numbers
of marriages on the age-sex distribution of the marriageable popu.Ia tdon , This transformation of emphasis
from the p:rocess of fertility to the process of marriage was :first detailed by Vincent (1946) and Karmel
(1947).

"Con,stant condi tions" of marriage cannot be identified With constant age schedules of marriage for the
same reaso:n that constant condi tn ons of fert111 ty cannot be identified w1th constant age schedules of fertil1ty.

As 1n the case of fert1l1ty, one 1s lead to

consider what types of mathemat1cal function express
the numbers of marriages 1n a population during any
period in terms of the age-sex d1stribution of the marriageable population for this period.
1s called

11

marriage runcm on ,

Such a function

The concept was first

introduced by G. H. Knibbs in 1917 in his massive and
sophisticated work The Mathematical Theory of pOEula-

12

tion, of tts Character and Fluctuations,

• • • • In

a section titled "The theory of probability of marriage in age groups" Kni bbs first defines "probabil1t1es

It

of Iuarriage analogous to the probabilities of

death usee in the study of mortality

(1917:214).

Suppose that in any age group there
are M unmarr1ed males and F unmarried femalesa and that in a unit of time N pairs
of tihese marry. The probabil1 ty with F
females in the group, of a particular marriage occurring among the M males is obviously N/M; and with M males in the group,
the pr'obabil1ty of a part10ular marriage
occurring among the F females is s1milarly

N/F.
He then goes on to pOint out that
Such a statement of probability, however,
lacks [generality. To obta1n. a more general o:ne, an expreaarcn is needed whioh,
given a definitive tendency toward the conjugal state 1n males and females •••••
will g:Lve the number of marr1ages oocurr1ng
in a group, const1 tuted 1n any manner whatever Ln regard to the numbers of e1ther sex.
Knibbs then l1sts several oond1t1ons which such an
"expression," or functIon, mIght be expected to sat1sfy , proposes a part1cular olass of mathematical
functions uh1ch sat1sfy these cond1tions, and 1llustrates the est1mat1on of parameters in these funotions
using Australian marriage data.
The marriage functIon concept reappeared some

13

three decades later in the course of the extended critical discussion of the net reproduction rate which
culminated in the paper of Stolnitz and Ryder (1949).
Vincent wrote (1946.711; my translation),
It is without doubt theoretically
possible to imagine a marriage function
pertaining to the parameters t (time),
a and a' (ages of the newly married couples),
the age composition of the population of
marriageable males, and the age composition
of the population of marriageable females,
this rune ta on giv1ng us the probab1l1 ty of
a marriage between a female of a given age
and a Jmale of a given age, at time t.
Shortly thl:3reafterHaJnal,comment1ng

on Karmel (1947),

put forward the same idea with great lucid1ty (1948,
356; See also Karmel, 1948).
Clearly we must know how, g1ven the present marriage habits of the population,
marriage rates would change as the age
and sex structure of the population changes
• • • • We require a function which might
be taken as defining the nuptiali ty conditions which would be produced in a population of altered age and sex structure by
present marr1age habits.
Both Vincent and Hajnal envisioned great difficulties
in the way of incorporating these observations into
demographic analysis and neither pursued the task.
The marr1age funct10n concept lay dormant for another
two decades and then reappeared in the work of Hoem
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(1969). Mc:Farland (1969.1971). Pollard (1969. 1971).
and Fredrickson

(1970, 1971).

The work of these au-

thors will be discussed at various pOints in the following cha:pters.
It may be of some interest to add here that the
question of the dependence of the level of marriage
on the number-s of males and females available for marriage has "been studied indirectly by sociologists who
have examined the covariation of sex ratio and proportions married among males and females in various communities.

Early observations occur in Bailey (1906)

and in the 1910 census reports (United States Bureau
of the census , 1913a508).

The relation was pursued

systematictllly by Groves and Ogburn (1928a193-218),
and is men'tioned briefly in Chaddock (1936).

Kramm

and Thomas (1942) pursued several issues raised by
Groves and Ogburn.
One shou'l.d mention, finally, the discussion of
Levi-Strauss

(19671275-76 andpass1m)

and the pioneer-

lng studies of Henry (1968,69) which bear on the socla1
process of marr1age partner matching.

It 1s this

social precess which determines the aggregate relations
between nUllilbers
of marr1ages and numbers of males and
females aVELilable for marr1age which marriage functions
are 1ntendEld to express.
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Purpose and Scope of this Work
This work has four interrelated goals.

The

first is to systematically explore the structure of
the class of all mathematical functions which may
express the dependence of numbers of marriages in a
population on the numbers of males and females available for marriage.

This class is defined by certain

~riteria whi~h any sueh function may reasonably be
expected to satisfy.

The second goal 1s to define a

~lass of systems of populat10n dynamics which incorporate the process of marriage and in which male and
female mar:,riagerates vary in response to changes 1n
the numoez-s and age distributions of marriageable males
and female:s. The third is to cons1der the degree to
wh1ch these systems exhibit several basic properties
establ1shed fo:rthe classical system of population
dynamics bused on constant age schedules of fertility
and mortallty.

The fourth 1s to p:resent some explora-

tory computat1ons based on Un1ted States population
data.

The overall purpose is the furthering of the

analys1s of populat10n growth trends through the discovery of empirical regular1ties and the generat10n
of empirice.lly refutable propositions concerning past.
present, ar.d future population phenomena.
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The work is addressed to the study of aggregate
~opulation dynamics in large populations 1n wh1ch in
and out migration is negligible or can be statistically
controlled.

The emphas1s on aggregate phenomena 1s

particularly important in respect of the study of marriage functions.

Even in a population as mobile as

the United States, the relevant numbers of males and
females avad Lab'l e for marriage to any given individual
probably refer by and large to the commun1ty.

These

numbers need not bear any relation to the aggregate
numbers of marriageable males and females in, the total
population.
of anyone

On the other hand, s1nce the populat1on
commun1ty is but a small fract10n of the

total populat1on, var1at1ons in the level of marr1age
in anyone

community will have no sens1ble effect on

the incidelllceof marr1age 1n the total population.
Only if similar changes in the relative numbers of
marriageable males and females prevail across a large
number of communf t1es will any cons1stant effect on
the overall level of marriage be discerned.

It is

the aggregnte relat10nship which is at issue here.
The Hxplic1t introduct1on of marriage into the
study of pc)pulatlon dynam1cs gives rise to a host of
questions ELnd problems which remain conveniently
beneath thE.lsurface 1n the class1cal theory based on
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aggregate age schedules of fertility and mortality.
What is the level of nonmarital fertility?

How im-

portant are fertility differentials by duration of
marriage and age of husband?

What is the role of

widowhood, divorce, and remarriage?

How important is

d1fferential mor:tal1ty by marital status?

Any single

expos1tion. faces some choice between deal1ng lightly
with many such issues and dealing intensively with a
few.
step.

The emphas1s here is on taking a f1rst crucial
A system of population dynamiCS is defined in

wh1ch males and females in each age group are classed
either as single or as ever married, in which the
level of movement; from the single to the ever marr1ed
populat1on, is governed by a particular marriage funct1on, and in wh1ch fertility is re~resented by an age
schedule defined by relat1ng b1rths with mothers in
each age group to ever married woman in th1s age group.
Handl1ng fert1l1ty in th1s manner su J presses cons1deration of nonmarital fert1lity, of d1fferential fertility by duration of marriage and age of husband for
given age of wife, and of w1dowhood, d1vorce, and remarriage.

Cons1derat1on 1s g1ven to how each of these

elements m1ght be included in more general systems of
populat1on dynamics.

CHAPTER TWO

MARRIAGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION
The word marriage is used here to signify the
event wh1ch lnltlates the relat10nshlp of marr1age
between two persons.

A marr1age ln thls sense ls the

result of a more or less protracted process of soclal
1nteractlon between two groups of persons, females
aval1able for marrlage and males aval1able for marr1age.

The lncldence of marrlage 1n a soclety accord-

lngly depends both upon the soclal rules and clrcumstances governing the process of marriage partner .
matching and upon the numbers of males and females
available for marr1age.

Thls dual dependence of the

incldence of marriage on what may be called the "aval1-

,-

ab111ty c nditions" in the populatlon and the "marr1age
habits" of the society ra1ses the following problem.
When two marriage statistics differ, either between
two populs,tlons, or ln the same populatlon at dlfferent periods, how can it be determined whether the difference r~flects a difference in marriage habits or
whether 1t reflects the same marr1age hab1ts operat1ng
under different availabil1ty
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cond1t1ons?

Or, if both
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factors are operat1ve, how can the1r relat1ve

s1gn1-

f1cance be determ1ned?
Demographers

have at present no general tech-

n1ques for provid1ng quantitattve
quest1ons.

answers to these

We are unable on th1s account to confront

two basic proble~s in demograph1c

analys1s.

F1rst,

we have no, not1on of how the 1nc1dence of marr1age
would vary' 1n response to changes 1n ava1lable

num-

bers of ma,les and females under the assumption

that

marr1age habits rema1n constant.

We cannot therefore

beg1n to say whether the propos1t1ons

of stable popu-

lat10n theory contlnue to hold when the effects on
marr1age of ohanglng numbers of marr1ageable
females are taken lnto account.
hab1 ts cannob be represented

males and

Unchanglng marrlage

by constant age schedules

of marrlage because these age schedules change ln response to ava1lab1lity
blts do not change.

oondit1ons

even if marr1age ha-

How can the assumptlon

lng marrlage hab1ts be mathematlcally

of unchang-

represented?

The second problem ls that we are unable to determ1ne un,amb1guously Just what the marr1age hab1 ts
of a populiEltlonare.

We cannot compare marrlage habl ts

between tw,o popula tlons, nor determ1ne whether marr1age

hab1ts w1th1n a populat1on have been chang1ng over t1me
except lns,ofar as the effects of d1ffering or chang1ng
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condltlons of ava1lablllty

can be 19nored.

Whlle

there are 'Ilndoubtedlysltuat10ns ln whlch these effects can 'be 19nored we have no general rules for recognlz1ng t he se s1tuat1ons.
Each :problem may be traced to the fa1lure of a
very baslc demog~aphlc

concept-- the demographlc rate.

In both caaea marr1age rates fall to come to terms
wi th the p:roblem for the same reason.

represent

They do not

nly marr1age hab1ts, they reflect both

marrlage rulb1ts and ava1lab1lity

cond1t1ons.

Th1s

suggests the need of lntroduolng lnto demographlc analysls some conoept whlch represents marrlage hablts
only and whloh may therefore play ln the study of
marr1age the role played 1n the study of morta11ty by
mortal1ty rates.

The purpose of th1s and the follow-

1ng chapte~ 1s to systematically
b1l1ty.

explore th1s possi-

Some useful 1ns1ghts may be obta1ned by stud-

ying f1rst an hypothet1oal

s1tuation ln wh1ch the 1n-

cidence of marr1age depends only on the total numbers
of males and females ava1lable for marr1age.
the object of the present chapter.
age d1str1but1ons

That 1s

The role of the

of males and females ava1lable for

marr1age in taken up 1n the follow1ng chapter.
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Simple Marriage Functions
PostlJllatethat the marriage babi ts of a society
will result during any given time period in a determ1nate num'ber of marr1ages correspond1ng

to each pos-

sible distribut10n by sex of the marriageable
tion.

popula-

Thiu correspondence may be represented by a

mathematicELI function whlch assigns to each pair
(x,y) of nonnegative numbers,represent1ng

possible

numbers of females (x) and males (y) avallable for
marrlage, SL nonnegative number f(x,y) representing
the number of marriages between these males and females durl1~ this time period.

The following para-

graphs deftne several condlt1ons such a functlon
might be supposed to satisfy.
If elther males or females are absent there can
be no marrji.ages. A function w111 be said to satisfy
the ava1lal)111ty condition if f(x,y) = 0 whenever
x

I:

0 or

y

=

o.

If the number of females avallable for marriage
is increas~.tdfrom x to x + x',

the number of marriages

might rema11,nconstant or increase, but it would eVidently not decline.

Similar remarks apply to an in-

crease in the number of males available for marriage.
A funct10n will be said to satisfy the monoton1city
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condition

if f(x+x·,y+y')

~ f(x,y) for any nonnega-

tive numbers x' and Y',
It might be supposed that when the numbers of
males and females ava1lable

for marr1age

1ncrease or

decrease ln such a way that the relat1ve numbers of
males and females rema1n unchanged,

marrlages would

1ncrease or decrease 1n proportion

to the change 1n

the total number of persons available

for marriage.

A funct10n w11l be said to satisfy the homogeneity
condition

if f(cx,cy) = cf(x,y) for any nonnegative

number c.
In a society which practices monogamy the numberof

marriages

cannot exceed the number of marriage-

able females or the number of marriageable

males.

A

function wlll be sald to satlsfy the monogamy cond1tion if f(X,y) ~ min(x,y).
It might happen that males and females enter
equally rnee the process of marriage partner matchlng in the sense that f(X,y) = f(y,x).

A funct10n

satisfying this ldentlty wlll be said to satisfy the
symmetry condlt1on.
Seve:ral authors have discussed
these in a similar context.

Knibbs

forth the ~ond1t1ons of homogeneity

conditions

like

(19171216) set
and symmetry as

well as se'reral other cond1 t10ns not included here.
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The avallal)lllty and homogenel ty condl tlons are refered to 111Fredr1ckson

(1971.129).

The monogamy,

monoton1c11;y. and homogene1 ty cond1 t10ns are refered
to 1n Pollard (1971.3-5. see also Parlett, 1971).
The monogalllYand homogenelty
to 1n Preston

condlt1ons are refered

(1971.27-28).

In the nature of the sltuat10n the numbers x
and yare

nonnegat1ve

1ntegers.

When large numbers

are 1nvolv~d, however, no apprec1able

error 1s 1ntro-

duced by allow1ng them to vary cont1nuously
set of all nonnegat1ve numbers.

over the

It w11l occas1ona11y

prove useful to do so.
The :lllumber
of marr1ages

1s perhaps best regard-

ed as a rallldomvar1ab1e whose probab111 ty d1str1but1on
depends on the numbers of males and females ava1lab1e
for marr1age.

Th1s v1ew w11l be adopted exp11c1tly

1n the follow1ng chapter.
,...

the number of marr1ages

For the present, however,

is to be regarded either as

determlned by the numbers of ava1lab1e males and females or as the mean of a random variable with neg1ig1b1y small var1ance.
We n(:)wdef1ne a simple marriage function to be
a nonnegatlve function of two variables which sat1sfies the mconotonicity. homogeneity,
dltlons.

and monogamy con-

Observe that the ava1lab111ty

cond1t1on 1s
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lmplled by the monogamy

condltlon.

The JI~elatlonspec1f1ed by any s1mple marr1age
functlon b.!~tweenthe number of marrlages

and the num-

bers of aVlllllablepartners may be vlsual1zed
lng thls functlon
ln Flgure:1.

over coordlnate

The horlzontal

by graph-

axes as suggested

axes represent

avallable

numbers of males and females, the vertlcal axls the
number of Illl8rrlages. The graph forms a surface over
the plane of the horlzontal

axes, the helght of thls

surface ovor any polnt 1nd1cat1ng

the number of mar-

riages corJI:"espondingto this distribution

of marriage-

able males and females.
Consj'lderany ray in the plane of the horizontal
axes.

The homogene1ty

tersection

cond1t1on

1mp11es that the 1n-

of the surface with the perpendicular

pass1ng through th1s ray 1s a stra1ght 11ne.
face is thus descr1bed
beg1nning

with the perpendlcular

through thu 11ne connecting

pos1t1on of the: marr1ageable

the po1nts (0,1) and (1,0).
a posslble

populat1on

por total marr1ageable

sex com-

and the he1ght

of the surj:'aceabove thls l1ne 1nd1cates

ing to thiu sex composItIon.

by 1ts 1n-

plane passing

Each po1nt on thls line represents

marr1age

The sur-

by a locus of straight llnes

nt the or1g1n and 1s determined

tersection

plane

population

the rate of
correspond-

The curve traced out by
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f(x,y)

I
I

V1

FIGURE 1
Simple Marriage Function

)I:
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the surfacl! over this
perhaps,
senting

line

will

but not necessarily,

assume a maximum,

near the point

equal numbers of males and females,

might reasi:>nably be supposed to decline

repreand it

smoothly to-

ward the h,:>rizontal plane as the sex distribution
becomes ex'creme in either

direction.

Figure ,1 i,:s illustrative.

The curve in

The follow1ng sectn on

shows how -che defining

cond1t10ns of a s1mp1e mar-

r1age func-clon constraln

the shape of thls

curve.

ProR~!trt1es of S1mple Marriage Funct10ns
Let :if denote a s1mple marr1age funct1on.
= (x+y)f(:t,l-:t),

by homogenl~lty f(X,y)
x/(x+y),

0 , x ~ 1.

be called

che kernel

algebra10

n.nalogue of the curve

The pro jec~~1onof

C

of f.

.:~heoremA.

where

~j

Proo(.

== f(z,1-z),

e

as an

shown in Figure

1s the graph of g •

z denote any number

Then f(x,y)
a = 1/z,

~ em1n(ax,by)
and b == 1/{1-z).

Let (x,y) denote any point

1.

through

Let f denote a slmple mar-

j:'unction and let

between 0 and 1.

Th1s runeta on g 1'1111

It may be regarded

axls

=

g def1ned

onto the plane passlng

the x axis and the vert1cal

riage

where :t

f 1s determ1ned by the funct10n

by g(x) == f(X,1-X),

S1nce

1n the
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xy-plane.
x'

=

If ax ~ by, write (x,y)

by/a Ilnd k

=

x - by/a.

and, from the def1n1t10ns
by(z.l-Z).

II:

(x'+k,y), where

It follows that k ~ 0

of a and b, that (x',y) =

Hence using monoton1clty

and homogeneity

one obtains f(x,y) ~ f(x',y) = byf(z,l-z)
emin{ax,by)

for all pOints (x,y) such that ax ~ by.

A parallel argument

shows that the outermost 1nequali-

ty holds also when ax "by.
pOints

(x,;y)

Hence it holds for all

and the theorem is proved.

~rheorem B.

Let g denote the kernal

of a s:lmple marriage function.

Suppose

g asau,nes a maximum at z, 0 ~ z 4 1.
em1n(ax,b(1-X»

~:r..

= eby =

Then

4 g(x) ~ mln(x,e,1-X)

By monogamy, g(x) 4 m1n(x, i -x},

This

together w:1th g(x) , g{z) = e yields the right t nequal1ty.

The left 1nequal1ty

sequence of Theorem A.

1s an 1mmediate con-

Th1s concludes the proof.

The .1
nequal 1t1es of Theorem B are readily v1sua11zed.

The upper edges of the shaded area in

Figure 2 consta tute the graph of the upper bounding

runctn.en m'Ln(x,8,l-x) and the lower edges the graph
of the lowler bounding function amin(ax, b( 1-X».
graph of g must accord1ngly

11e within the shaded

The
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e
/

o

1

FIGURE 2
Representation

of Result of Theorem B
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area 1n F1gure 2.
Theorem C.

Let f denote a s1mp1e mar-

r1age funct1on.

Then D1f{X,y) ~ f{x,y)/x
and D2f(X,y) ~ f(x,y)/y.

~L.

Let h ~ 0 and put y' = hy/x.

Then

f(x+h,y+y') _ (1 + h/X)f(X,y) and, us1ng monotonic1ty and homogene1ty, f(x+h,y) ~ f(x+h,y+y') =:
(1 + h/x)f(X,y).

Now by def1n1t1on

D1f(x,y) = 11m (f(x+h,y) - f(x,y»/h
.

h-+O

By the preced1ng 1nequa11ty the quant1ty under the
11m1t 1s less than or equal to f(x,y}/x.

Hence the

11m1t 1s less than or equal to f(x,y}/x, thus prov1ng the f1rst 1nequal1ty stated 1n the theorem.

A

s1m11ar ar'gument yields the second 1nequal1 ty, complet1ng th.eproof.
lli,~on

of S1mple Marr1age Funct10ns

Imag1ne an hypothet1cal s1tuat10n 1n wh1ch a
group of marr1ageable persons, cons1st1ng 1n1t1al1y

of x females and y males, marry among themselves for
k successtve un1t t1me periods, k a positive integer.
Suppose the s1mp1e marriage funct10n f expresses the
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number of lnarriages during a single unit time period.
Since at the end of the first period there remain
x - f(x,y) unmarried

females and y - f(x,y) unmarried

males, the number of marr1ages dur1ng the second time
period equills f(x - f(x,y) ,y - f(x,y».

In general,

if xn and :1n denote, respec tively, the numbers of unmarried fe:rnalesand males at the beginnings

of succes-

sive time per10ds, one may write xn+l = xn - f(Xn'Yn)
and y n+ 1 = Y n - f{x n ,yn ) for each n. In doing so one
of course assumes that marriage habits remain constant.
This assumption

entails, it should be noted, homogen-

eity of the initial group of pe~sons with respect to
propensity

to marry.

eous, its composition

For if the group is heterogenchanges from one period to the

next by se~lection of those persons w1 th the highest
propensity

to marry.

The assumption

that the same

marriage function applies 1n sucoess1ve periods is
then untenable.
Cons:ider now the total number of marriages
1ng k successive

dur-

time periods as a function of the

x females and y males.

Does this function satisfy

the monotCl'nicity. homogene1 ty and monogamy condl t1ons?
The theor~ms below address this quest10n.

Through-

out thi s sectnen f w11l denote a s1mple marr1age function, T will denote the transformation

defined by
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T(x,y)

=

(x - f(x,y),y - f(x,y»,

the function defined by fk(x,y)
Theorem D.

and fk will denote

=

r~:~f(Tn(X,y).

The function fk satis-

fles the monogamy and homogeneity condltions for every positive integer k.

I:r2Q!.

The function f1 satisfies the monogamy

condit1on by assumption.
monogamy condition.

Then fk+1 does, for fk+1(x,y)

fk(x - f(x,y),y - f(x,y»
~ min(x,y).

Suppose fk satisfles the

=

, mln(x - f(x,y),y - f(x,y»)

Th1s proves the first assertion of the

theorem by induction on k.

Stra1ghtforward computa-

t10ns show first that T(cx,cy) ~ cT(x,y) and then that
fk(cx,cy) = Cfk(X,y) for all k, completing the proof.
Theorem E.

The partial derivat1ves

of fk are given by
k-l
k-1
r Djf(Tn(X,y)
rr Ar(x,y)
neO
rcn+l
(j

= 1, 2) where

f!.22f..
on k.

When k

The theorem will be proved by induction

=

1 the assertion is tautological.

suppose the assertion true for k ) 1.

Now

D1fferent1at-
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ing both sides of the identity fk+1(x,y) = f(x,y) +
fk(x - f(x,y),y - f(x,y)) with respect to x and y and
rearrangir~ terms one finds that Djfk+l(X'Y) equals

fj(X,y)(1 - f~(T(X,y) - f~(T(X,y»)) + f~(T(X,y»)

where for convenience f~(X'Y) denotes Djfk(x,y) (j =
1, 2).

B~"

the induction assumption this equals

where the term in curly brackets is

If this te,rmcan be shown equal to 1l"r!lAr(x,y)then
(1) becomeS

k

k

k

f j (x,y) 1fT A (x ,y) + I: f j (Tn(x ,y) IT Ar (x,y )
reO r
n=l
ren+1

which in turn equals
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k

k

~ fj(Tn(X,y»
n=O

iT

Ar(x,y)

r=n+l

and the theorem will be proved.

The necessary

iden-

tity is g1.ven by the following
Lemma.' For all nonnegative

integers

k and i such that 1 ~ k - 1 the quant1ty
~=~+1Ar(X'Y)

~'f

equals

of Lemma.

Let k be arbitrary.

ma will be proved by 1nduction
from k - 1 to O.

on i, 1 descending

When 1 = k - 1, both expressions

in the lemma reduce to Ak(X,y),
holds for i = k - 1.
i ~ k - 1.

The lem-

Consider

sions in the lemma.

Suppose the assertion

holds for

the second of the two expresReplacing

er l1m1t of summat1on,
the sum, rearranging

hence the assertion

i by i - 1 as the low-

1solat1ng

the first term in

terms, and applying

tion assum.ption yields

the 1nduc-
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= (1 - f (Ti(X,y))

- f2(Ti(X,y»))

1

wh1ch eqUa,ls1rkiA (x ,y), completing
r= r
lemma.
Putting
the desired

i

=

k

IT Ar(x,y)
r=i+l

the proof of the

0 in the result of the lemma y1elds

1den'tity, thus completing

the proof of

theorem E.
Theorem F.
riage function

Let f denote a simple mar-

and suppose f(x,y) ~ xy/(x + y).

Then f'k is a simple marriage
every positive
f!:g£1!..
the monogamy

function

for

1nteger k.

By theorem D the functions
and homogeneity

condi t1ons.

fk satisfy
Using theo-

that f1(x,y) + f2(X,y) ~
.•..
f(x,y)/y == f(x,y)(x + y)/xy. hence

rem C one computes
f(x,y)/x

f1(X,y) + f2(X,y)
tity Ar(X,y)

~ 1.

It follows

in theorem E is positive

and r.

Theorem

vat1ves

of fk are nonnegat1ve,

sat1sf1es
the proof.

that the quanfor all x, y,

E then shows that the partial der1-

the monoton1city

thus showing that fk

cond1t1on.

This completes

CHAPTER THREE

MARRIAGE AND AGE DISTRIBUTION
If age preferences 1nfluence the 1.nc1dence of
marriage, the number of marriages occurl'1ng during
any t1me per10d must ev1dently be regarded as a funct10n of the numbers of males and females available
for marriage in each age group.

This suggests the

1ntroduction of functions which assign to each possible age-sex distribution

of a marriageable popula-

tion a table of numbers represent1ng

total marr1ages

classified by age of bride and age of groom.

This

chapter st'lld1esthe var1ety of forms such functions
might take.

The emphasis is on the functional forms

1mp11ed by various patterns of age preference.

Th1s

leads to the more general problem of the role of age
preference,s in the process of marriage partner matching.

What is the nature of age preferences?

How do

they man1ft!st themselves 1n the dec1sion process
which lead.s to marr1age?

The formal axlomatlcs of

the last chapter are, at least in the present stage
of developJllent,ill-suited to answering these questions.

Thj s chapter accordingly
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shifts to a more
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heurlstlc approach followlng the formal definlt10ns
of the followlng sectlon.
General Marrlage Functlons
Let :x1, x2' ••• denote the numbers of marr1ageable females ln each of several success1ve age groups,
and let Y1' Y2' ••• denote the numbers of marrlageable males ln each of several successlve age groups.
It w1ll be convenlent to lntroduce vector notatlon,
wrltlng x for the vector (xl' x2, ••• ) and y for the
vector (Y1' Y2' ••• ). Thls use of the symbols "x"
and "y" to denote vectors ln thls sect10n may be reconclled wlth the1r use ln the precedlng sectlon to
denote numbers s1mply by regard1ng numbers as one-d1menslonal vectors.

The development of th1s sectlon

wlll not requ1re any expllc1t 1ntroduct1on of the
dlmenslon of these vectors.

Consequently a partlcu-

lar number of age groups, posslbly d1fferent for males
and females, ls assumed glven and fixed throughout
and further exp11c1t reference to d1mens1ons 1s surpressed.
Let F(',') denote a nonnegat1ve, matrix-valued
functlon of two vector varlables.

Let F1j(X,y) denote the 1j-th entry of the matr1x F(x,y), let
F1.(X,y) denote the sum of F1j(X,y) over all j, and
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let F. j (x,:r)denote the sum of F1 j (x,y) over all 1.
The followlng paragraphs deflne generallzatlons
the avallablllty,

monotonlolty,

of

homogenelty, mono-

gamy, and symmetry oondltlons of the precedlng chapter.
If e:Lther of the vectors x or y equals zero,
the matrix F(x,y) must equal the zero matrlx.

In

the abaenee of females in the l-th age group the
l-th row of F(x,y) must consist entirely of zeros,
and ln the absense of males ln the j-th age group
the j-th c,olumn of F(x,y) must consist entlrely of
zeros.

A :function F will be said to satlsfy the

aval1ablli'~

condl tion if xl == 0 lmp1ies Fl. (x,y) == 0

and lf Yj := 0 lmplles F.j(X,y) == 0, for all i and

j.

Let e1 denote the vector whose 1-th entry ls
unlty and 'whose other entries are zero. A function
F 11'111be sald to satlsfy the monotoniclty

condition

if FiJ(X + ae1,y + bej) ~ Fij(X,y) for all numbers
a and b and. all 1 and r- Monotonicl ty so def1ned ls
readlly aeen to lmply the following inequall tles.
:Fi. (x + ae1,y + y' ) ~ F1·(X,y)

:p. j (x + x'
:F

••

,Y + bei) ~ F.j(X,y)

(x + x',y + y')

Note howev,er that F1j (x,y)

~ F ••(x,y)

ls not lncreasing ln any
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variables

eIther than xi and y j.

A fUllction F will
homogenelt1. condltlon

be sald to satlsfy

lf F(cx,cy)

the

= cF(x,y)

for any

nonnegatlVEJnumber c.
A fUllctlon F will
monogamyccmdltlon

~ mln(xi'Yj)

Fi.(X,y)

~ min(xl,I:Y)

F.j(X,y)

~ min(EX'Yj)

ti vely,

••

(x,y) , mln(EX.IY)

1 and j, where EX and ty denote,

symmetry c()ndition

be sald to satisfy

if F(x,y)

Generalizatlons
t'0:1"general

tlon,

much less

of the theorems of the last
marriage t'unctions

C

rems D, E li?ndF would require

If all

would appear

The statements

have no obvious generaliza-

the proofs.

concept of iteratlon

the

= F(y,x).

to pose COlllslderable difficulties.
ot' theoremf:tA. Band

respec-

s,

t he sums of the components of x and

A fUl!1ction F will

chapter

the

the lnequali tles

Fij(X,y)

F
hold for all

lf

be said to satist'y

Generalization

of theo-

the introduction

of general

of a

marriage functions.

age groups are of equal width,

and if

the time

I

. i
i

period

is chosen so that

persons advance from one

age group "tiothe next each t1me per1od, then the
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transformatlon
T{x,y)

=

T may be generallzed

by wrltlng

(x',y') where xi = yi = 0 and xk+1 = xk -

Fk.{X,y) and Yk+l = Yk - F.k{X,y) for all k. The
statement and proof of theorem D generallze to thls
situation.

Theorem E m1ght genera11ze also, though

the proof m1ght •.judg1ng from the slmple case, be
very ted10us.
Rlg1d Preferences

and Random Marriage

The number of marrlages

ln a populatlon durlng

a glven tlme perlod whlch involve a female ln the
i-th age group and a male in the j-th age group depends firslt of all on the numbers of females and males
available

ln these two age groups.

leads naturally

to consideration

Th1s observation

of functions of the

form
( 1)

where Xl denotes the l-th component of the vector x,
Yj the J-th component of the vector Y. and where the
fij are simple marriage functions.
monotoniclty

and homogenelty

condltlons

the f1 j imlply the corresponding
function deflned by
do not necessarily

(1).

The availability.
satisfied by

conditions for the

Functlons of the form

satisfy the monogamy property.

(1)
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Suppose, however, that the functions f1j can be written 1n the form f1j(X1,yj) = f~j(aijxi,bjiYj) where
the f~j are simple marriage functions and the aij
and bj1 are nonnegative numbers such that Lja1j ~ 1
and L1bJl ~ 1 for all i and for all j, respectively.
It 1s easy to show that 1n th1s case the funct10n F
deflned by (1) sat1sfles the monogamy condltlon and
1s, therefore, a general marriage funct1on.
Funct10ns of the form (1) are cons1dered by
Kn1bbs (1917&214) and by Hoem (1969&296-97), Cox
(1970.80-81), Koyf1tz (1971), and Fredrlckson (1971.

135) •
Hoem has po1nted out the relation of the form
(1) to patterns of age preference (1969&298-99).
Suppose marr1age habits 1n a part1cular soc1ety can
be represented by a general marriage funct10n of the
form (1).

Then the number of marr1ages 1nvolv1ng

females in the 1-th age group is Ljf1j(xi'Yj).

Th1s

quantity depends on the number of females 1n the i-th
age group, and on the numbers of males in all age
groups, but not on the numbers of females in any age
group except the 1-th.

Increases. or decreases in the

numbers of females in age groups other than the i-th
w111 therefore have no effect on the number of females
1n the 1-th age group who marry.

Suppose next that
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men are in some degree flexible about the age group
of prospective wives.

Then woman in the i-th age

group are in competition with woman in other age
groups for available males.

It is reasonable there-

fore to suppose that increases in the numbers of women available in other age groups will result in fewer marriages involving females in the i-th age group.
This contr,Eldictsthe result implied by general marriage functions of the form (1).
This same argument may be carried through beginning with marriages of males in the j-th age group.
The overall conclUSion is that the form

(1)

corres-

ponds to what may be called "rigid preferences" with
respect to age.

This means that each person Will,

while in a given age group. accept a marr1age partner
only 1n a single prefered age group.
S1nc,e general marriage functions of the form
(1)

correspond to rigid age preferences it is natural

to ask whe'ther it is possible to identify a class of
functions 1ifhichcorresponds to the opposite extreme.
A complete indifference to the age of prospective
marriage plllrtnersmight be refered to as "random marriage."

Adapting the definition of "panmixis" or

"random ms"l;ing"from population genetiCS (Stern, 19601
150) yields the function
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(2 )

where "l;X"denotes the sum 9f the components of the
vector x. "ty" the sum of the components of y. and
where

e 1s less than or equal to

1.

One sees at once that this function satisfies
the availa'bility and homogene1 ty oondi tions.

It

satisfies ·che monotonici ty oondi t Lon also, for the
partial derivatives of (2) with respect to each xi
and Yj are easily shown to be nonnegative.

Byob-

serving tro~t (2) may be written as e(xi/EX)(Yj/ty)

(tx)(O)/(l;X + 1:Y) one deduces that it

t1mes

satisfiesche

~onogamy condit10n also and 1s conse-

quently a ~general marriage funotion.
Ii)m:l.ghtbe objeoted that the function (2)
treats mar::riageablemen and woman in all age groups
as equals 'Ilfith
respect to marriage.

Sinoe it is well

known that the inc1dence of marriage is much greater
at some ag !!S than a.t others (for some recent work see
4

Coale, 1971, Festy, 1971, and Feeney, 1972), it m1ght
be deemed (iesireable to 1ntroduoe two sets of coefficients wh1ch reflect the frequency w1th which men
and woman

tn

note such

I!l

d1fferent age groups marry.

Let ai decoefficient for females in the i-th age
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group, and let bj denote such a coefficient for males
in the j-th age group.

These coefficients may be in-

troduced into equation (1) 1n either of two ways.

If

they are introduced only 1n the numerator one obta1ns
the function

If they are introduced in both the numerator and denominator one obtains the function

By comparison with the function defined by (2) one

sees that 'both (3) and (4) define general marriage
runctncns

long as the a1 and b j are greater than
or equal co zero and less than or equal to one.
I!lS

To see the sign1ficance of the d1fference between

(J)

and

(4)

consider the effect on the total

number of llllarr1ages
1nvolv1ng a female 1n the 1-th
age group or an increase in the number of females in
some other age group. say the k-th.

Both

(J)

and (4)

imply a delcrease in the number of marriages involving
a woman in the 1-th age group.

But in

(J)

the amount

of the deorease 1s the same no matter what age group
the k-th happens to be. whereas in
the deorea:se depends on k.

(4)

the amount of

S1nce women at different
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ages engage in marriage in varying degrees-- the observation whioh lead to the introduction of the coefficients ai and bj in the first place-- the function
(4) seems the more reasonable one.
The function ()

is closely related to the

function propose~ by Pollard (1971129),

where "ttC" denotes the total number of married couples 1n the populat1on.
onator 1s deleted,
sulting modification

()

If th1s term t n the denom1s a special ease of the re-

of the Pollard function where

the coeff1cients cij may be expressed t n the form
a bj for some numbers a1 and bj•
1
The McFarland Funct10ns
The 1dent1f1cation of general marriage functions
corresponding

to rigid preferences and random marriage

illustrates a principle of correspondence between the
mathematical

forms a general marriage function can

take and the nature of age preferences.

These special

cases may serve also as heuristic guideposts 1n the
evidently :rather large and complicated set of all general marr1J!lgefunct10ns.

It seems l1kely, however.

that marr1~!lgehab1 ts 1n many populations w1ll exhibit
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age preferences

wh1ch are more select1ve

and less seleot1ve

than r1g1d preferenoes.

therefore

des1reable

funot1ons

wh10h correspond

to as "flexible
has proposed

to 1dent1fy

The McFarland

McFarland

of marriage

McFarland

(1971)

which appear
funct10ns

to fall

are des-

1n th1s seot1on.

It is unfortunately

--

It 1s

to what might be referred

a class of funotions

or1bed br1efly

classes

age preferenoes."

1n this category.

than random

funot1ons

not possible

to express

by any simple formula,

for they

are def'Lned by means of an iterati ve adjustment.
prooedure

1tself, however,

the

The

1s s1mply enough desor1bed.

By mult1pl:Y'1ng each row of a given table by a sui tably determ1ned

oonstant

one may generate

table which has any desired

a second

set of oolumn marginals.

By multipl;ring each column of this second table by
other sui t~lbly determined

constants

be generat'9d wi th any desired
Proceeding

in this manner,

multiplioations,
marg1nals

set of row marginals.

alternat1ng

one generates

()f which converge

a third table may

row and column

a series of tables the

to any given set of mar-

ginal valu(~s.
This procedure
multiplioat:ions

of sucoessive

originated

row and column

with the problem

ing a census .ample cross-tabulation

of adjust-

to the marg1nal
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values obta1ned from a complete census count (Dem1ng,

1943.96-127).

It seems to have been app11ed to the

problem of def1n1ng a marr1age function by Shah and
G1esbrecht

(19691 Sect10n IV), but the text 1s not

ent1rely clear.

It has been used by Romney 1n a re-

lated context, a~ w1l1 be seen 1n a later sect10n of
this chapter.
McFarland considers init1ally the determination
of a table of marr1ages by age of bride and age of
groom given its marginals.

He proposes a prouedure

based on (1971153-54)
• • • the hypothes1s that the marr1age matrix for a given year is determined by
taking a (timeless) normative marriage matrix, and adjusting it so as to make it
compatlble with the available numbers of
the tWIO sexes in the various ages.
What is referred to here as a "normative marriage matrix" is i:neffect a matrix of parameters.

The ad-

justment procedure referred to is the row and column
procedure described above.

Given any numbers mlem2., ••- and m -1' m _2' ••• representing, respect1 vely,
females and males marrying during a g1ven year d1stributed b;yage, the matrix of parameters may be successively transformed using the row and column procedure unttl 1ts marg1nals match the given numbers
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to any des:Lred degree of accuracy.
McFaidand then introduces an ingenious device
by which the marrlage table ls enlarged so that lts
entries in(~lude persons rema1ning unmarr1ed, class1fled by ag\! and sex.
structed

Sf)

Th1s enlarged table is con-

that 1ts marginals are essentially the

age dlstri"butions of males and females available for
marriage

(19711139-142).

The row and column adjust-

ment pr-ocedur-e may then be applied as before to generate a matrlx of marrlages correspondlng to any glven
d1stri butn ons of males and females ava1lable for marriage.

The funct10n so def1ned 1s eas11y seen to sat-

1sfy the hromogeneity and monogamy cond1 t1ons.

It

seems 11kely that it satlsfles the monotontclty

con-

dition also, though this is not so easily verified.
McFa:rland proceeds to flt the functions so defined to S1:ored1sh
marr1age data for several years
around 1960.

He summar1zes the results in the fol-

low1ng way (1971.170) •
• • •the results were encourag1ng. Wh1le
the predictions were certa1nly not perfect,
the pred1ct1on errors were scattered among
the va:rlousage groups rather than concentrated among young adults. Furthermore,
th1s m~thod was shown to y1eld better pred1ct10ns than an alternat1ve method where1n 1t :'Lsassumed that the proportions marry1ng ln the var10us categor1es rema1n unchanged.
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The "alternative method" referred to here is essentially the assumption of a constant age schedule of
marriage for males and females.
The Romney Model
Should there be discovered a class of general
marriage functions which match all empirical data
perfectly there would remain the problem of explaining this remarkable empirical regularity.

The natur-

al procedure would be to construct a model of the
social process of marriage partner matching and to
der1ve from th1s model the mathemat1cal form of the
empirically successful marriage function.

In the

absense of such an empirically successful marriage
function such mOdels may provide heuristic inSights,
suggest new classes of funct10ns for emp1rical testing, and provide a basis for empirical studies which
observe the matching process d1rectly as well as observing the numbers of marriages which I:lreits ultimate and aggregate outcome.

One model or the mar-

riage partner matching process is proposed by the
anthropologist A. K. Romney (19711 See sllso Mosteller,
1968. 11-17 ) •

Though the context of ROml'ley'
s work

d1ffers fr,om that of the present work, certain easent1al ideas are relevant here.
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Romr.teyS work begins with a problem in the analt

ysis of ethnographic data in which married couples
are classified by social subgroup of husband and wife.
The soclal. subgroups "may be clans, 11neages, soclal
status groups, etc." (Romney, 19711210).

The problem

is to infelr from such a table the degree to which endogamy with respect to this grouping is practiced by
persons in the population.

Endogamy may be defined

informally here as the degree to which marriageable
persons prefer, for whatever reason, a marriageable
person of their own subgroup.

The difficulty is that

the entries of such a cross-classiflcation

evidently

depend not only on the degree of endogamy, but also
on the numbers of males and females available for
marriage in each subgroup, represented here by the
marginals of the table.

It follows that two such

tables, normalized with respect to total numbers of
couples, are not comparable unless their marginals
are identical.

Since this happens only by c~ance,

one 1s left w1thout a general basls for compar1ng
the degree of endogamy between two populations or for
determin1ng whether the degree of endogamy 1n a g1ven
populatlon is chang1ng over time.
Romn1ey's ldea for break1ng th1s 1mpasse 1s to
devise some means by which one of the two tables com-
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pared.

Table A. say.

can be transformed

so that

margina.ls cot ncrde w1th those of the other
so that

i t;s entries

sense.

the

continue

to reflect,

"endogamy hab1ts"

wh1ch Tabl~e A refers.

its

table

and

in some

of the population

to

The que st.Lon which must be

answered ts What would Table A have looked like
the endogamy hab1ts which generated
confronted

with the d1str1but10ns

males available
ginals

Table A had been
of males and fe-

for marr1age represented

by the mar-

of 'rable B?
Romn.eyproposes

that

Table A be transformed

by the same row and column adjustment

procedure

by McFarla:nd and descr1 bed in the last
use of th1.s transformat10n
traord1nar:Lly
first

if

1nterest1ng

section.

is rat10nalized

partner

matching 1n which the nature

clearly

formulated.

match1ng wh1ch, upon taking
the ent r-i es of a marriage
marg1nals and certa1n
gamy.

table

parameters

The:re i~ no immediately

a formula :for th1s function
suggest

of marriage
expected

Romney

of marriage

of endogamy is

Th1s parad1gm leads

bili ty mcdel for the process

The

Ln an ex-

and unusual manner.

suggaat s a paradigm for the process

used

to a probapartner

values,

defines

as a f'unc td on of g1ven
wh1ch descr1 be endoobvious way to obtain

and Romneyproceeds

thl!lt the row and column iteration

to

procedure
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might prov'ide an approximation to the desired result.
This suggestion, unsupported by analysis or heuristic
argument, would appear rather absurd except that, at
least for the case in which there are only two subgroups, it appears to work.

Romney shows through

several simulation experiments that the mean values
of the probability model are indeed reasonably approximated by the row and column iteratlon procedure.
Mosteller (1968111-17) has shown how exact expected
values can be computed numerically using recursion
formulae and his results confirm this approximation.
The matching of marriage partners ls, accordlng
to the Romney paradigm, a two-stage process in which
a marriageable male and a marriageable female first
"meet" and then decide to marry or not to marry.

The

incidence of meetings involving any given pair of subgroups is some function of the numbers of marriageable
males and :marriageable females ln these subgroups.
Once a meeting has occurred there is a certain probabill ty tha·ta me.rriage will result, this probability
depending Ionthe two subgroups involved.

Romney con-

siders the case in which the probability of marriage
given a me~9ting depends only on whether or not the
male and fl!male subgroups are identical.

An obvious

generaliza'cion is to let th1s probab1l1ty depend on
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the partlcular palr of subgroups represented.

One

postulates a set of probabl11ties c

representlng
1J
the probabtllty that a meetlng lnvolvlng a female
ln the l-th and a male ln the j-th subgroup wlll

resul t ln

El

marriage between them.

Romney' s case

ls represented by c11 = d and c1j := 1 - d, 1 '1 j,
for some number d between zero and one.
Romnt~y argues lntui tlvely that lf both marginals of

6

marriage table lnclude equal numbers of

persons ln each subgroup then the entrles of the table
should be proportional to the probablllties c1j• By
applying the row and column lteration procedure, a
given tabl!~ may be transformed to a table with equal
numbers in each marg1nal cell.

The entr1es of th1s

new table, appropr1ately normallzed, may then be regarded as \~st1mates of the probab111 t1es c1j• The
row and column adjustment procedure thus serves as
a method of estimation of the parameters 0lj.
When probabllities c

are speclfied, a marij
rlage tabl<3 with any glven marglnals may be generated
by using the row and oolumn lteration procedure to
transform the table of parameters c1j so that its marginals, aplpropriately 1nflated, matoh the given marginals.

T!le result may be construed as the marr1age

table which would have resulted given these marginals
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under the pattern

of endogamy

The row and column iteration
an approxtmate
numbers

represented
procedure

method for calculating

of' marriages

The word

corresponding

"parad1gm"

cedlng d1scuss10n

marriage

is the eXpected

procedure.

model for the en-

model

in

process most readily deflned
The females and males en-

1n the two marginal

respectively,

It

by the row and co1-

The model is defined

ln "ball and urn" terms.

tifled,

the para-

values under this probability

terms of a stochast1c

numerated

persons meet has

table given its marglnals.

which are shown to be approxlmated
umn iteration

"model" because

Having introduced

digm Romney deflnes a probabil1ty
8,

the expected

has been used 1n the pre-

the process by which marrlageable

tries of

serves here as

to given marginalso

instead of the word

been left unspecifled.

by the cijo

dlstr1butlons

are iden-

with red balls and black balls

each ln separate urns, each marked

so as to 1dent1fy

the subgroup

of the person represented.

is 1nltlated

by drawing one ball from each urn, re-

suI tlng. say , ln a red ball marked
ball marked
marr1ed

"j."

"1" and a black

The two balls are then declared

wlth probabillty

probabl1i t:'V'
1 - ci j.
are not replaced

The process

c

and not married with
ij
In the former case the two balls

ln the urns and a tally ls made ln
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the lj-th cell of the empty marrlage table.

In the

latter case both balls are returned to the urns and
the table 1s left as it was.

The process continues

ln thls manner, drawlng a palr of balls from the two
urns at each step, untll no balls are left.

The tal-

lles are then co~nted and the approprlate numbers entered in each cell of the marrlage table.
The Pollard Functions
The s1tuatlon w1th wh1ch Romney 1s concerned
dlffers ln several 1mportant respects from the s1tuatlon consldered ln the present work.

Romney's bas1c

data refer to a set of marrled couples 1n a populatlon at a part1cular t1me, not to the numbers of marrlages wh11ch occur ln a populat1on durlng a glven
tlme perlod.

Both the total number of marr1ages and

the marglnal dlstrlbutlons

of the marrlage table are

assumed g1'I1ent n Romney's case.

Only the age d1str1-

but10ns of marr1ageable females and marr1ageable males
have been assumed g1ven here, these determln1ng the
numbers of marr1ages.

F1nally, the number of males

always equals the number of females 1n Romney's case,
whereas the two numbers may be unequal 1n the s1tuatlon cons1dered here.
The context 1n wh1ch Romney develops h1s model
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dictates

that the initial numbers of balls in the two

urns be equal and that the drawing of balls continue
until all are exhausted.

Neither of these conditions

is intrin ic to the stochastic
Consider
cess.

the following

Identify

reinterpretation

of this pro-

~he balls in the two urns with the

set of marriageable

females and the set of marriage-

able males in a population
time period.

process he describes.

at the beginning

of some

Suppose for the moment that drawings

occur at some given rate per unit time.

Then for any

given time period the process defines a matrix-valued
random variable whose distribution
parameters

ciJ' which represent

preferences,
riageable

depends on the

the pattern of age

and the init1al distr1butions

males and females.

for the parameters
valued funct10n

of mar-

Every choice of values

cij therefore

defines a matrix

of two vector variables

by letting

Fij(X,y) denote the mean number of entr1es in the
1j-th cell of the table after a g1ven number of drawings, X and y denot1ng,
tr1but1ons

respect1vely,

of marriageable

the initial dis-

females and males.

If the number of draw1ngs

1s very large relatlve

to the 1n1t1al numbers of males and females, and if
the 1n1tial numbers of males and females are equal,
then th1s process def1nes the funct10n cons1dered

by
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Romney, and the values of this function may be computed approximately
procedure.
relative

by the row and column iteration

If the number of drawings

is very small

to the initial numbers, a different

tion arises.

The probability

results in.a marriage

that the first draw

involving a female in the i-th

and a male in the j-th age group equals
times cijo

situa-

(xi/EX) (Yj/EY)

The first factor is the probability

that

a female in the i-th age group is drawn, the second
is the probability

that a male in the j-th age group

1s drawn, and the third the probability
will marry'.

that the two

Since the number of draws 1s small com-

pared to the numbers of balls in the urns, the probability of a marriage

involving

a female

in the i-th

and a male, in the j-th age group t s approximately
same for succeast ve draws.
marriages

involving

the

The expected number of

a female in the i-th and a male

in the j-th age group is therefore

approximately

x (number of draws)

Romney

identifies

the matching

of successive

balls with "meetings" between marriageable
females.

It seems reasonable

ber of meetings

paris of

males and

to suppose that the num-

is some function of the total numbers
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of marriageable males and females at the beginning of
the period and that this function satisfies the formal conditions of monotonicity and homogeneity which
occur in .he def1n1t1on of the class of simple marr1age runc tn cns , This leads to the runctn cns

where the cij are nonnegat1ve numbers ~ 1.
Tak.ng the funct10n f in (S) to be f(x,y)

=

xy/(x + y) y1elds the subclass of funct10ns

(6)

=

wh1ch 1s EJssentlally the class of functions proposed
by Pollard. (1971: 27) •

Pollard's functions differ

from (6) by the inclusion in the denominator of a
term representing the total number of married couples
in the population.

Pollard introduces these functions

with the assumption that "encounters in the population
are purely random" (1971125),

hence his model is essen-

tially the same as Romney's.
Upon introducing coefficients ai and bj in (5)
as in the discussion of random marriage one obta1ns
the class or functions
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Fij(:X:,y) =

where

the ai and bj as well as the c
are nonnegative
1j
numbers
;~ 1. When the runctncn
f t s a. simple marC)
riage function it 1s easy tOAthat the funct10ns (7),
subject

ce th~ indicated

satisfy

the conditions

and monogamy
tions.

lit;

constraints

on the parameters.

of monoton1c1ty,

and hence def1ne
1s interest1ng

general

homogeneity,
marr1age

func-

to note that taking c i j

=

1

for all i and j, taking a1 and bj equal to the female
marr1age
for the

rate for the 1-th and the male marr1age
j

·-th age group, respec tively, and the func ti on

f to be f x,y)
descr1bed

rate

=

by Akers

(x + y)/2 yields the marriage
(1967'911).

model

CHAPTER FOUR
MARRIAGE AND POPULATION GROWTH
A proposed solution to the two-sex problem must
begin with some definition of the notion of "constant
conditions" of fertility and nuptiality.

Male and

female age schedules of fertility and nuptiality do
not provide a basis for such a definition because of
the interaction between the male and female populations.

It is for this reason that the marriage func-

tion concept is introduced.

This and the following

chapter study growth in closed populations under constant conditions of fertility, mortality. and nuptiality.

Constant conditions of fertility and nuptiality

are defined, respectively, in terms of age schedules
of marital fertility and marriage functions.

This

chapter presents mathematical formulations and results,
the following chapter exploratory numerical results.
One does not assume in pursuing this development that
conditions in any particular population must remain
constant, nor that this supposition provides any direct basis for predictions about future population
growth.

One assumes rather that in the absence of a
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standard against

which to judge observed

population

trends the notion of "changing conditions"
tility or nuptiality

of fer-

has no meaning.

Definit10ns and Notat1on
Consider
convenience

a f1xed reference

time t

=

time, called for

0, and a fixed number 6.

the t-th time period understand

By

the set of all times

greater them to and less than or equal to to + 0,
where t is any 1nteger.
time to understand

By the a-th age group at

the set of persons aged greater

than or equal to ao - 0 and less than ao at time to,
where a is a positive
plic1tly

integer.

to the contrary

Unless specified

ex-

the symbol "t" will range

over all integers and the symbol

"a" over all posi-

tive integers.
A population

is said to be closed during a gi-

ven time span if during this span persons
populatton
to a member
a member

leave the

only by dy1ng, enter only by being born
of the population,

of the population

and if every birth to

during this span enters

the population.
Let :St' Bxt' and Byt denote.
tal b1rths,

respectively,

to-

female births, and male births to a popu-

lation dur:1ng the t-th time period.

Let 0t

=

Byt/Bxt
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denote the sex ratio at birth for the t-th time period.

A population

crease during

is said to exhibit geometric

the periods u. u + 1•••••

there exists a number c such that Bu+t
t = 1. 2, ••• , v.

in-

u + v if

=

ctBu for

The number c is called the constant

of increas~.
Let x (t) and y (t) denote, respec.tive Ly , the
a
a
numbers of never married females and never married
males in the a-th age group at time to.
yet) denote,
••• ) and

respectively,

the vectors

(y1 (t ). y2 (t ), ••• ).

x'(t), and y'(t) be similarly

Let x(t) and
(Xl (t). x (t),

2
Let x~ (t ), y~ (t ),

defined for ever married

females and males.
The phrase
the classification

"marital status" generally
of a population

gories single. married.

widowed,

convem ence here. however.
fer to the dichotomy
ried

Let :S~atdenote

females

into the four cate-

and divorced.

For

"marital status" will re-

never marr1ed

(marrted, widowed.

refers to

(single). ever mar-

divorced).

the proportion

of:

never married

in the a-th age group at time to who survive

to time to + 6.
ly defined

Let sm t' SS t' and s mt be almllarxa
ya
ya

for ever married

females.

never married

males, and ever married males, respectively.
S~Ot d.enot;ethe proportion

Let

of females born dur ing the
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t-th time period who survive to time t6 + 6, and let
S;Ot be similarly

defined for male births.

Assume

no marriagl9 occurs before age 6 so that similar quarrtities need not be defined for ever married persons.
Let P~at be defined by P~1t = S~Ot and P~(a+l)t =
s
s
s
SxatPxat a:nd let, Pyat be similarly defined.
When
these quant1ties

are constant w1th respect to t this

subscript may be surpressed.
••• comprise

The numbers

the age schedule of mortality

married females for the t-th period.
of mortality

for the remaining

for never

Age schedules

three sex and marital

status subpcpu'tata.cne are defined

similarly.

lation is se Ld to exhibit no differential
by marital

S~Ot' S~lt'

A popu-

mortality

status for the t-th period if S~at

= sm

xat
sm
and S;at = yat for all a = 0, 1, • • •• The superscripts s I!lndm may be surpressed when these identities hold.
Let

xat denote the number of female births

ln

during the t-th period whose mothers were in the a-th
age group tat time t6 divided by the number of woman
in the a-th age group at time t6.
mx2t'

• • • comprise

the female age schedule of fer-

tility for the t-th period.
fertility

tny1t' my2t,

The numbers mx1t'

•••

Male age schedules

of

are defined analogously.

Let a anc. b denote posit1ve

integers and let
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d denote

nonnega tive integer.

f!l

called an "abd-couple"
the wife

A married couple is

during the t-th time period if

.s in the a-th and the husband

in the b-th

age group at time to and if the two were married during the (t-d)-th period.

Let m~bdt denote the num-

ber of births to abd-couples

divided by the number of

abd-couplE!S during the t-th pez-Lod ,
comprise

the ase-duration

schedule of marital fertil-

ill. for the t-th period.
quantity

If for each a and d the

m~bdt is constant with respect to b for some

t the population
fertility
for each

The numbers m~bdt

is said to exhibit no differential

by ase of husband
B.

for the t-th pertod.

If

and b the quanti ty m~bdt 1s constant with

respect to d for some t the populatlon
hibi t ~.ifferential

fertility

rlage for the t-th pertod.
no differential

fertility

is sald to ex-

by duration

If a population

of' marexhibits

by age of husband or mar1-

tal status m~bdt may be denoted m~t.
Let rxat denote the proportion

of survivors at

time to + 0 of females never married at time to who
marry during the t-th period.
defined
qYlt

=

fo·r males.

1, Qx(a+l)(t+l)

qy(a+l)(t+l)
rx2t"·

Define q

=

=

xa

Let r ya t be similarly
t and q

Ya

t by q it
x

(1 - rxat)qxat'

(1 - ryat)qyat·

• • and ry1t, ry2t,

•••

=

and

The numbers rx1t'
comprise,

respective-
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ly, the female and male age schedule of first marriase for the t-th period.
When any of the above defined quantities is
constant with respect to t this subscript may be
surpressed.
The Classical Theory.
Constant, Age Schedules of Fertility and Mortality
This section states in review the basic establlshed formulas and propositions concerning po~ulation growth in closed populations which exhibit constant age schedules of fertility and mortality.

Al-

though the exposition is in terms of the female population the results apply
and, given some conventio
male or female parent, t
Consider a closed

lso to the male population
on assigning births to the
the total population.
opulation which exhibits

geometric increase, consta t female age schedules of
mortality and fertility, and a constant sex ratio at
birth.

The number of females in the a-th age group

at time t6 is given by
.

-""

( 1)

One deduces at once that the proportion of persons in
-a
-a -1
the a-th age group equals Pxac (Expxac ) , which
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shows that these proport1ons are constant over t1me.
The poputa ta on age d1str1bution may be said to be in
"equilibr run;" on this account.

From (i)

the number

of b1rths during the t-th period to persons in the
a-th age group at time t6 equals m

p c-aB • Sumxa xa
xt
ming this over all age groups, equating the result to
total births, and canceling yields
(2 )

It is eaSJl'to show that (2) regarded as an equation
in c has a.unique positive solution. Multiplication
of (2) by cn, where n 1s the largest integer sUch that
mxn pxn .p 01 yields an n-th degree polynqmial equation •.
Numerical solut1on of (2) thus reduces to a standard
problem in.numerical analysis.
The arguments leading to (1-2) may be app11ed
formally when 6 is taken "infinites1mally small."
The subscripts "a" and "t" are replaced by continuous
variables, summations are replaced by integrat1ons,
and the property of geometric increase is redefined
as the eXistence of a number r such that B(t+u) =
ertB(u).

Otherwise the arguments are unchanged.

continuous forms are
(3)

The
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00

1 m (a)p (a)e-rada
o x
x

(4 )

=

1

The formula (1) goes back to Euler (1760) and
was derived independently by Leslie (1945).
tinuous form (J) is given in slightly
1n Lotka (1907a122, formula (1»
,.-..,

(1911168, formula (J6».

The con-

different

form

and Bortk1ew1cz

The formula (4) was g1ven

by Sharpe and Lotka (1911:436, formula (4» and latter,
independently,

by F1sher (1927: see Lotka's 1927 letter

and Fisher's reply).

The d1screte form (2) 1s g1ven

1n Leslie (1945) and independently by Boulding

(1953).

The relat1.on between the d1screte and cont1nuous forms
1s d1 scus s:ed 1n Keyf1 tz (1965, 1967) and Goodman
(1967).

For further references on all these top1cs

see the bib110graphy

in Keyfitz (1968).

Cons1der next a popu1at1on wh1ch 1s closed and
exhib1ts constant female age schedules of fert1l1ty
and mortality subsequent to time t == O.

The age dis-

tr1but1on of the popu1at1on at t1me t6 determines the
age distribution at time t6 + 6 by the equations

(5b)
for t = 0, 1, • • • • These equat10ns are refered to
as the mnsformat1on

equat10ns

(they "transform" the
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age distribution

at any time to into the age distri-

bution at time to + 0) to d1st1nguish
equilibrimn
t t ons

(1-2).

equations

These two kinds of equa-

are :1'ela
ted 1n the follow1ng

if x (t) equals
a

them from the

the equilibrium

manner.

distribution

so does x (t+l) for any t. This property
a
expressed "by saying that the proportional
t10n correspond1ng

F1rst,
(1) then

of (1) 1s
d1stri bu-

to (1) is "fixed" or "1nvariant"

under the transformation

defined by (5).

Second, it

may be sho~n that, subject to a mild cond1tion
age schedule of fertility,

the equations

on the

(5) imply

(6 )

for all a, where A denotes a constant depending
the initial d1stribution
of ferti11ty

on

x(O) and on the age schedules

and mortality.

The cond1tion

is that

the grea t es t common divisor of the set of all a such
that mxa>

0 be unity

(Sykes, 1969).

note the aequeno e of equilibrium
Pxac-aBxOC;A.

age distributions

Using the definition

easily deduces from (6)

Let x:(t) de-

of the limit one

that for any number

there exists an integer T such that

'"> 0
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for all t ) T.

The limit (6) thus implies that the

proportioruil deviation of the population age distribution from the equilibrium age distribution given
by

becomes arbitrarily small for each age group

(1)

as t becomes large.
The eontinuous forms of (5) are
00

x(O,t) =

(7a)

ax(a,t)
(7b)

1 m (a)x(a,t)da

°

3x(a,t)
+ ---

at

x

= -t"'x(a)x(a,t)

aa

where "'x(a) is the "force of mortality" function.
The latter equation is known as the Von Foerster
equation (~rrucco, 1965. following Von Foerster, 1959).
The former equation together with known values of
x(a,O) for a ~

° provide

boundary conditions.

change of "l7ariableshows (,rrucco, 1965:291)

A

that these

equations are equivalent to
t

Bx (t) = Gx (t ) +

(8 )

where Bx(t)

= x(O,t),

1 mx (a)Px (a )Bx (t-a )da

°

px(a)

= exp

{-ot•...

x(X)dX },

and

00

=

p (a)-l 1 x(a,O)p (a+t)m (a+t)dt. Equation
x
x
x
(8) is givl:m in Sharpe and Lotka (1911). The con-

Gx(t)

°

tinuous ana Logue of (6) is
l:Lmit (x(a,t)/p (a)e-raB (O)ert) = A
t~oo

x

x
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(9) 1s establ1shed

The 11m1t
Sharpe and Lotka

nonr1gorously

by

(1911) us1ng the 1ntegral equat10n

(8). LatHr work includes Feller (1941), Lopez (1961),
and Costello

(1971). A different non-

and Taylor

rigorous

proof, anticipating

gorously

by Solow and Samuelson

Lotka

later used ri-

(1953), 1s given in

(1922). The d1screte form (6) is established

under gene ra L conditions
a compact

presentation

Debreu and Herste1n
Sykes

a method

by Leslie

(194.5,1948). For

of the mathematical

tools see

(1953). Later work includes'

(1969) and Parlett

(1970). Costello and Taylor

(1971) give a rigorous and unif1ed treatment of both
11m1t results.
for a spec1al

Lotka asserts

that a proof of the 11mit

case was given by Euler in 176,0 (1928:

886, note), but I do not f1nd anyth1ng wh1ch m1ght be
construed

as such a proof e1ther 1n the orig1nal

in the part1al

translat10n

g1ven by Keyf1tz.

These results may be summarized
any f'ema Le age schedules
there correspond
tion and annual
tribution

rate of growth.

these age schedules
tial t1me approaches

as follows.

To

of fertil1 ty and mortal1 ty

a un1que equilibr1um

in a population

or

age distribu-

The female age dis-

which is closed and exhibits

constantly

subsequent

this equ1librium

to some ini-

age distribu-

tion, and the female annual growth rate 1n such a popu-
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la t i on a ppz-oa ch ea the corresponding
of growth.
ponding

The equilibrium

equili bri urn rate

rate of growth corres-

to given age schedules

ectly by solving equation

may be computed

dir-

(1) or (3) for c or r.

equt Lt br t um age distribution

The

may then be computed

from (2) o~ (4).
The significance

of these results

depends upon

how long a period of constant age schedules
ed before

the population

age distribution

rate appz-oxfme t e their equilibrium
degree of aocur-e cy ,

graphicall:r significant
is short in relation
turbances
tions.

to a given

results are demo-

only insofar as this period

to the frequency

of this condition

Coale

and growth

values

The mathematical

is requir-

with which dis-

occur in various

popula-

(1968) is one of the few studies of the

speed of convez-gerice ,
The :first systematic
sults to tae analysis

of population

given by Dablin and Lotka
parison

application

(1925).

of the equilibrium

(1907a,22).

Lotka computed

is elaborated

in Lotka

The earliest

com-

(1) with ob-

is given by Lotka

the equilibrium

tion for the total population
from data for the period

growth trends is

distribution

served popu'l.a t Ion age distributions

of these re-

distribu-

of England and Wales

1871-80.

The calculation

(19131244) which shows equi-
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librium

distributions

latlons

also.

for the male and female ponu-

Equl1lbrium

d1stributlons

and growth

rates for a large number of national

populatlons

at

varlous

and Flieger

(1968;

periods

are glven ln Keytitz

see also Keyfltz

and Flleger,

The Equilibrium
A population

1971).

Equations

Generallzed

will be sald to exhlbit

constant

nuptiality. if
(lOa)
(lOb)

'"

for all a and for all t , where F denotes
marrlage

function.

Conslder

exhlbits

geometrlc

lncrease,

blrth.

constant

some general

a closed population
a constant

age schedules

sex ratiO at

of mortality

four sex and marl tal status subpopulatlons.
ential mortality
ation

by marital

schedu le of marital

marl tal sta.tus distrlbutlon
equllibrimn

the

no differ-

status, a constant

or duratlon

Suppose

age-dur-

of marrlage,

the age by sex by

of this pcpul.at.t
on ls in

in the sense that x(t+1)

cy(t), x'(t+1)

within

fertili ty, no differential

fertl1l ty 'by age of husband
and consta:nt nuptiall ty.

which

=

cx(t), y(t+l)

=

= cx'(t), and y'(t+l) = cy'(t) for all t.
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From the d4~f1n1t10n of constant nupt1a11 ty and the
nomogene i t;r cond1 t Lcn on the general marrIage
t10n It follows then that the populat1on
constant ma.Le and female age schedules
riage.

func-

exhibits

of fIrst mar-

Let rxat and ryat be denoted by rxa and rya,

respectIvely,

and let qX1

=

QY1

=

1, Qx(a+1)

=

and q
= (1 - rya )qya • Then the
:JCa
'
y (a+ 1)
age d1str1"lbutions at time to of single females and
(1 - r)q
xa

single maLes are given by
(i ra )

(llb)
and, since the population
mortali ty 'by marital
for ever ~~rr1ed

exhibits no differential

status, the age distribut10ns

females and ever marr1ed males are

given by

(lie)
(11d)
Let llx

=

uX(rX1'

whose a-th component
ry2t

•••

rx2' •••

1s q

pc-a
xa xa

) denote the vector
and let u

) be similarly defined.

be written as x(t) = uxBxt and y(t)

y

=

u (r ,
y y1

Then (11a-b) may

=

UyByto

tuting t heae in (lOa) and using the homogeneity

Substicondi-
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tion on F yields the expression

Fa. <ux,Uyo)/qxaPxac-a.

One may thl~refore write

where vxa denotes a certa1n funct1on, depending on the
parameters of ferti11ty, morta11ty, and nupt1a11ty,
of the indicated arguments.

By a parallel argument

one may write also

ThIs prov1des

one equation

each for the elements of

the female and male age schedules
Whether the equat10ns
not immediately

obvious.

of f1rst marriage.
have any solut1on

(12)

1s

To show that they do observe

that the functions

Vxa and v ya are def1ned and cont1nuous at all values of the arguments such that 0 ~ rxa
and 0 l- r

~ 1. Cont1nu1 ty follows from the conya
tinuity of the marriage functIon.
The monogamy con~ 1

d1tion on the marriage

function

implies moreover

that

the va Lue a of the t'unc t.i cns vxa and Vya are less than
or equal to unity.
fine a continuous
n-dimensional

The equatIons
transformation

Euclidean

(12)

therefore

de-

of the unit cube in

space into itself, where n de-

notes the number of equations.

Since the unit cube

1s a closed, convex set it follows from the Brouwer
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fixed point theorem
(12).

that there exIsts a solutIon

For a statement

ods of the Brouwer

and proof by elementary

a s1mple proof by advanced
Equations

methods

parameters

1n terms of the

c and the parameters

and nuptiality.

of determ1ning

(1966).

(12) express male and female equ1l1-

of 1ncrease

morta11ty,

For

see Span1er

br1um age achedu les of first marriage
constant

meth-

(1968).

theorem see Nikaido

of

Consider

the constant

of fertility,

next the problem

of 1ncrease

mortality,

of fertilIty,

c given the

and nuptiality.

The number of births during the t-th period whose
mothers
using

we:t:'e
in the a-th age group at time tIS equals,
(lla·-b), m~(Fa.(UxBxt'OUyByt)

+ (l-qxah'xac

and summ1ng these quant1t1es

over a, equating

female births, and canceling

yields the equation

If Qxl' Qxz'

-a

Bxt)

to total

• • • as well as mi' m2' • • • and PX1'

Px2' • • • are g1ven th1s equat10n may be solved for
the consta:nt of increase

c just as equation

serve howe'Ver that qxl' qx2'
distributions
indicated

Ob-

depend on the age

of never married males and females, as

19.t(10),

c and qXl' qx2'
was po1nted

•••

(2).

and that these in turn depend on

• • ••

out by Hajnal

This simultaneous

dependence

(1948z356) In his comments
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on Karmel's

1947 paper on the relation

and female net reproduction

between male

rates.

The difficulty is that the rate of increase
r of the stable population depends-- given
the fertility assumpt1ons-- on the level of
nuptiality, and ~he consistent nuptiality
cond1t1ons depend 1n the1r turn on r. Ne1ther
can be taken as given for calculating the
other.
The "rate of 1ncrease

r of the stable population"

fered to here corresponds
of increase

to the equilibrium

re-

constant

c.

By the same reasoning

which leads to (12) one

may wr1te
(14a)

where Uxa and Uya are funct1ons,
parameters

of fertility,

of the indicated

depend1ng

mortality,

arguments.

tion wh1ch ass1gns
•••

• • .;c)

• •

on the

and nupt1a11ty,

Let U* denote the func-

to rX1' rx2' • ••

the number which is the solution

and ry1, ry2'
of (13).

Then

(14c)

where the arguments

ry1, ry2, •••

they do not occur in (13).
equations

in which

are omitted

since

This yields a system of

there is one equation

for each un-
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known.

The question of the existence of a solution

to (14) will be defered to the following section.
A procedure for obtaining numerical solutions is given
in the following chapter.
Fredrickson (1971s136) formulates a system of
integro-partial differential equations similar in intent to (14) but based on an extension of the Von
Foerster equation (7b).

Concerning solutions of these

equations he remarks that "it appears that the only
feasible way to attack this problem is through numerical computation, and even that would probably be a
difficult task."

An advantage of the discrete for-

mulation given here is the ease with which numerical
solutions can be obtained.
It is not possible to solve (14) for the equilibrium constant of increase c without also solving
for the equilibrium marriage rates rx1' rx2' •••
and ry1t ry2' ~ • • • This represents a great increase of difficulty over solving equation (2) for
c.

Since equations (14) implicitly determine a single

equation for c in terms of the parameters of fertility,
mortality, and nuptiality, it is reasonable to ask
whether an explicit representation of this implicitly
defined equation can be obtained.
an open question.

This is at present

There is of course no guarantee
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that such an expl1c1t representat10n

exists or, 1f 1t

does ex1st, that 1ts complexity is not so great as to
v1t1ate the s1mpl1cat1on to a s1mgle equat1on.

The

same remarks apply to the cont1nuous formulat1on g1ven
by Fredrickson.

He remarks in th1s context that (1971&

137)
•••
, the intrinsic (equ1libr1um) rate of
1ncrease can no longer be calculated from
Eq. (36) • • • • Instead we must solve the
entire problem posed by Eqs. (49)-(51) ••
• •
Fredr1ckson's

(36) is a general cont1nuous form of (13)

above and his (49)-(51) are a cont1nuous analogue of
the system (14).
Consider f1nally the modifications

of (14) re-

quired to take account of nonmarital fertility.

It

is plausible that the dependence of nonmarital births
on the numbers of single males and females will satisfy the formal conditions satisfied by a general marriage function with the possible exception of monogamy.

This suggests introducing a "birth function"

B wh1ch assigns to any pair (x(t).y(t»

of age distrl-

but10ns for never married females and males a matrix
B(x{t),y(t»

giving births during the t-th period to

these never married persons classified by age of
mother and age of father at

t t me t

s,

'rhe necessary
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modifications of the argument leading to (13) result
in adding to the left of (13) the term B •• (ux ,aU y )•
This modification of (13) maybe

incorporated 1nto

(14c) so as to generalize the equations (14).
Das Gupta (1972, Section 3) has formulated equations corresponding to a complete absence of marriage.
In this case q

xa

~

for all a and (13) reduces to

1

the equation

. . .»

• •
:: 1 +

0"

Using the monotonicity of the birth function one deduces at once that a solution to this equat10n in c
exists and is unique.

Das~pta

has given numerical

solutions based on United States data for several different types of birth function.
The Transformation Equations Generalized
Consider a population which, subsequent to time
t = 0, 1s closed and exhibits a constant sex ratio at
birth, constant age schedules of mortality within the
four sex and marital status subpopulations, no differential mortality by marital status, a constant age-duration schedule of marital fertility, no differential
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fertility

by age of husband or durat10n

and constant

nupt1a11ty.

One conjectures

sis of prev10usly

estab11shed

by sex by mar1tal

status d1stribut1on

rate in such a populat10n
l1br1um values.

and annual growth

W1ll approach

or disprove

the transformat10n

The following

-.

of populat10n

certa1n equi-

equat10ns
equations

precise

it one must

equations

This section provides a generalization
to the equi11br1um

on the ba-

results that the age

To g1ve th1s conjecture

statement and to establish
f1rst genera11ze

of marr1age,

(5).

and relates it

of the last section.
express the distr1but10n

by age, sex and mar1tal

status at t1me

..

to + 0 in terms of the corresponding
t1me to and the parameters

distribution

of fert1l1ty,

morta11ty,

and nuptlallty.
(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
(15d)

(15f)

at

xa+ l(t+l) = sxa (xa (t) - Fa.(x(t),y(t»)
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(15g)
(15h)
(151)

These equations define a transformation in (3n + 2)
dimensional Euclidean space, where n is the largest
value assumed by the index a, and it will be useful
to introduce vectors of the form z(t) = (Bxt,x(t),
Byt,y{t),x'{t».

Then the transformation defined

by the equations (15) may be denoted simply T and
the equations may be written z(t+l)

=

T(z(t».

The transformation defined by the equations (15)
is nonnegative, continuous, homogeneous, and nonlinear.

Nonnegativity follows from the monogamy condi-

tion on the marriage function F.
from the continuity of F.

Continuity follows

The transformation is homo-

geneous of degree one, meaning that T(cz)

=

cT(z),

this property following from the homogeneity condit1on
on F.

Nonlinearity follows from the availability con-

dition on F.
The following theorem asserts a relation between
the transformation equations (15) and the equilibrium
equations (14) of the last section.

The method of

proof is an adaptatIon of the method used in Feeney
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(19701

Section J).
Theorem.

Suppose Tz

vector z = (Bx,x,By'y,X').
Fa· (x,y)/xa and rya·a
= F

=

cz for some
Define rxa

=

(x'Y)/Ya' Then

c , rxl' rx2 ' , , , and rY l' ry2 ' '". •

satisfy the equilibrium equations (15).
Proof.
xa+1(t+l)

=

Observe first that (15d) may be written
(1 - rxa)sxaxa(t).

Together with (15e)

and the hypothesis x(t+l) = cx(t) this yields xa(t)
Pxac -aBxt or, dropping the subscript t,

=

(i)

A similar argument yields

(ii)
Inserting these expressions 1n the identities rxa
Fa. (x,y)/xa and rya

=

=

F.a(X,y)/Ya shows that c, rx1'

rx2' • • • and ry1, ry2' •••
satisfy (14a-b). From
(i ) it follows that x~ = ()1 - qxa Pxac -a Bx and substituting this in (15b) shows that c, rx1' rx2' •••
and ry1' ry2' •••
satisfy (14c). Proof concluded.
This theorem shows that the ex1stence of a solution to the equilibr1um equations (14) is imp11ed by
the eXistence of z and c such that Tz

=

cz.

Exis-
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tence of the latter may readily be demonstrated by a
standard device invoking the Brouwer fixed point theorem.

A proof is given in Nikaido (1968,151) and has

been applied to a special case of (15) by Parlett
(1971110).

The existence of a solution to the equi-

librium equations (14) is thus established.
The transformation equations (15) may readily
be extended to incorporate nonmarital fertility, differential mortality by marital status, and differential fertility by age of husband and dUration of marriage.

Another extension involves widowhood, divorce,

and remarriage.

The number of ever married woman in

a given age group approximates the number of married
couples in which the wife is in this age group only
insofar as widowhood and divorce are infrequent.

As

either widowhood or divorce are high the approximation
will be poor and remarriages will be a substantial
proportion of total marriages.

Both widowhood and

divorce may be incorporated into (15) by decrementing
ever married females (which category will then be relabeled "married" females) by constant age schedules
of widowhood and divorce.

To take account of dura-

tion of marriage and husband-wife age difference it
would of course be necessary to further disaggregate
married females.

If widowed and divorced persons be-
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have approximately
marriage

partners

ried population
lation

like single persons
persons decremented

may be returned

resulting

from the mar-

to thesingle

(which will then be relabeled

population).

in selecting

The general marriage

popu-

the "unmarried"

function

in the

equations would in this case give the totals

of first marriages
Extension

and remarriages.

of equat10ns

if widowed and divorced

(15) 1s more difficult

persons behave very differ-

ently from single persons in respect of marriage
ner selection.

In this case it is ev1dently

to extend the marriage

function

troduce the distributions

marriages
der.

concept so as to in-

It should be pOinted out

that tabulations

by order of marriage

of annual marriages

for bride and groom indicate that

are not random with respect to marriage

It does not follow, however,

preferences

with respect

ner. for the correlation
Since second marriages
marriages

necessary

of divorced and widowed per-

sons as separate arguments.
in this connection

part-

or-

that persons have

to marriage

order of part-

may be due solely to age.

occur at older ages than first

for both males and females age preference

alone results

in higher numbers of marriages

a common marriage

order of partner

pected on the basis of proportional

involving

than would be exrepresentation.
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Asymptot1c Convergence to Equ1l1br1um
W1ll a populat1on wh1ch 1s closed and exh1b1ts
constant fert1l1ty, mortal1ty, and nupt1al1ty subsequent to some initial t1me approach the generalized
equ1l1br1um distr1but1on determ1ned by equat10ns (11)
and (14)? An affirmat1ve answer const1tutes a general1zat1on of the class1cal asymptot1c result (6).
Th1s section proves convergence for a spec1al case
using a general asymptot1c result f1rst given by
Solow and Samuelson (1953).
Throughout this sect10n T will denote a nonnegat1ve, cont1nuous, homogeneous of degree one, and
monoton1c transformat1on def1ned for nonnegat1ve
vectors in fin, the set of all n-dimensional vectors
(Xl' • • • ,Xn)·

of T(x).

T1(X) denotes the 1-th component

A vector u 1s an e1genvector of T 1f Tu ~

cu for some number c. The number c 1s the e1genvalue
assoc1ated w1th u.

The tranaformation T is prim1tive

at x if z ~ x implies the eXistence of an integer k
such that Tkz ) TkX.

The transformat1on T converges

asymptotically

t

t

to u from x if limt ..•aoT1(x)/c u1
exists and is 1ndependent of 1, u an eigenvector of

T and c an associated eigenvalue.
The follow1ng theorem 1s read1ly established by

-
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the method g1ven 1n N1ka1do (1968. Theorem 10.7).
Asymptotic Theorem.

Let T denote a

nonnegative, monotonic, homogeneous of degree one transformation defined for nonnegative vectors in Rn, let u denote an eigenvector of T, and suppose T is primitive at
u.

Then T converges asymptotically to u

from x for every positive vector x.
Th1s result 1s not 1n general appl1cable to the transformation defined by equat10ns (15) because of the
monoton1c1ty cond1t1on.

Increas1ng the number of

single males (females) at time t6 1n (15) may result
in increased numbers of marriages during the t-th
period and hence in decreased numbers of single females
(males) at time t6 + 6.

Suppose however that the

marriage function F 1n (15) 1s such that Fkl(X,y) =
f(Xk,yl), k and 1 positive integers and f a s1mple
marriage function, and Fij(X,y) = 0 for i , k or

j ~

1.

Then females in age groups beyond the k-th and males
in groups beyond the l-th may be ignored in the transformat1on equations s1nce these males and females do
not marry and hence make no contribution to future
population growth.
be replaced by

Equations (15d-g-i) may therefore
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=

(15d')

xa+l (t+l)

=

(15g' )

Ya+l(t+l)

:::SyaYa (t ). a = 1. 2. • • • 1 - 1

(1S1') x~+1 (t+1)

ee

sxaXa (t). a

{ f(xk(t}'Yl(t}} if a :::k
sxax~ (t )

The resulting
vectors

1. 2. • • • k - 1

equations

if a

>

k

define a transformation

of the form (Bxt.x1(t) ••••

xk(t). Byt'

y 1(t ). • • • Y 1(t ). Xk+ 1(t ), • • • -: (t )).
transformation

is monotonic.

at an eigenvector
Assume

u. the above theorem applies.

strictly monotonic

>

f(x,y).

• • • n

>

numbers

so that x'

>

x

further that ma ) 0 for a :::k+1.

Consider

the effect of increasing

the number of marriages

the t-th period, which will increase

of married

the

in the k-th age grou~ at some time

This will increase

ring during

f in (15i')

) f{x.y) and y' > y implies f{x,y')

number of females
t6.

function

in both variables.

Asaume
2k.

Thi s

If it is also primitive

the simple marriage

implies f(x',y)

on

occurthe

females in the (k+m)-th age group

at time (t+m)6, which will in turn increase

the num-

bers of male and female births during the periods t.
t

+ 1, • • • t + k.

The increased

number of female

births during the t-th period will result in an increase in single females in the k-th age group at time
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(t+k)6 and, by the same argument
result in an increase

ried females

this will

in births during the (t+k+m)-th

period for m = 0, 1, •••
(t+n)6 numbers

as before,

k.

It follows

that at time

of single males and females and of mar-

in every age group will be increased.

To complete

the argument

to show that increasing

it is necessary

the number of persons

only
in any

age by sex by marital

status category at time 0 will

result in an increase

in females in the k-th age group

at some future time.

Three cases may be distinguished.

If the increase

is in the number of females in some

age group prior to the k-th the result is obvious.
If the increase

is in some female age group beyond the

k-th it will result in increased
births and hence in increased

numbers of female

numbers of females in

the k-th age group at some future time.
the increase

the l-th it will result in an increased

number of marriages
increasing

numbers

hence in increasing

in some future period, hence in
of births in following

periods,

numbers of females in the k-th age

group in some following

period.

The transformation

defIned by (15) In the specIal case represented by
(15d'-g'-i')

if

1s in the number of males in some age

group preceding

.--

Finally,

is therefore

every positive

vector.

shown to be primitive

at

CHAPTER FIVE

EXPLORATORY NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Systemat1c emp1r1cal study of the 1nteraction
between the sexes in marriage and its implications
for population dynam1cs prom1ses to be a mass1ve
task.

There are several reasons for th1s.

First,

small age groups, necessitated by the var1ation in
marr1age by age, require a large volume of data
processing and computation.

Second, Marriage regis-

tration data in the United States are unavailable 1n
the necessary deta1l even for the Marriage Reg1stration Area, which does not yet include all states, and
birth registration data is inadaquate for the study
of fertility by marital status and duration of marriage.

Divorce data are far more fragmentary.

Third,

numerous problems are posed by the necessity of estimating parameter values for marr1age functions from.
observed data.

These problems are almost totally un-

explored in demographic literature, though statistical
and econometric literature probably includes adaptable
mater1al.

Finally, there is the problem of specifying

the funct10nal form of a marriage function in any
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given analysis.

The extent and difficulty of the

task as a whole suggests making several prototyp1cal,
exploratory computations with the aim of aquiring a
feel1ng for the formal tools, d1scovering problems,
and developing strategies.

This chapter presents

the results of such a computation based on United
States data for 1960-64.
Solving the Equilibrium Equations
The equilibirum equation system (14) of the
last chapter consists of n + m + 1 simultaneous,
nonlinear equat10ns in as many unknowns, nand

m

denoting, respectively, the number of age groups at
which males and females marry.

On the basis of th1s

general mathematical form one expects numerical solution to pose considerable difficulty.

Analytical

solution is ev1dently out of the question.

Ortega

and Rheinbolt (1970) discuss general numerical techniques for s1multaneous systems of nonlinear equations.
Potential difficulties of numerical solution may be
Circumvented, however, by invoking the expected convergence of the age by sex by marital status distribution and constant of increase to their equilibrium
values in a population which is closed and exhibits
constant conditions of fertility, mortality, and nup-
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t1a11ty.

The transformat1on equat10ns (15) of the

last chapter may be used .to project an arb1trary
1n1t1al d1str1but1on forward 1n t1me unt1l the populat10n d1str1but1on and constant of 1ncrease approx1mate their equ1l1br1um values to any des1red degree
of accuracy, assum1ng that convergence does occur.
Th1s process of project1on solves the equat10n Tz

=

cz for z and c rather than solv1ng the equ1l1br1um
equat10ns d1rectly.

The theorem of the last chapter

establishes the relation between these two problems.
Projection corresponds to what 1s known 1n numer1cal
analysis as the "power method" for eigenvalue problems
(W11k1nson, 1965.570-72).
Projection solves the equilibrium equat10ns
for the constant of 1ncrease and male and temale age
schedules of marriage and d1rectly y1elds the correspond1ng age by sex by marital status equi11br1um d1stribution as well.

It is simple to execute once the

parameters 1n the equat10ns are g1ven, and 1ntroduct10n of different1al mortality by mar1tal status,
nonmar1tal fert1l1ty, durat10n of marr1age, w1dowhood,
divorce, and remarriage do not affect its applicabil1ty.

Project1on does have two d1sadvantages.

F1rst,

convergence may not occur and in this ease the procedure y1elds no solut1on.

Th1s d1sadvantage has a pos1-
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tive aspect, for it is useful to know whether or not
convergence occurs and projection necessarily prov1des
th1s informat1on.

The second disadvantage

heavy volume of computation required.

1s the

Whether any

other numer1cal techn1que can offer the above advantages at lower computat1onal

cost 1s an open quest1on.

Even 1f such a technique eXists, however, th1s d1sadvantage 1s not a major one given h1gh speed computers.
Nupt1ality,

Fertility, and Mortality Parameters

In the computat1ons

reported 1n th1s chapter

the general marr1age funct10n F in the transformation
equations

(15) of the last chapter 1s taken to be of

the form

( 1)

where ai' bj, and C1j denote nonnegat1ve numbers less
than or equal to unity. Table 1 shows values for
these parameters based on Un1ted States data for the
period 1960-64 w1th the age-t1me un1t 6 = 5 years.
Table 1 shows also values for the age schedule of
marital fert1lity mi' mi' •••

and for the female

and male age schedules of morta11ty

sX1' sx2' •••

and Sy1' Sy2' • • • This section describes the compu-
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Table 1. EstImated Parameters of NuptIa11ty,
1ty, and Morta11tYl United States Population,

Fert1l1960-64

Marriage Function Parameters
Male Age Groups

4

5

6

7

J

0.0

1.0

0.78

0.0

0.0

4

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.60

5

0.58

1.0

1.0

0.58

0.0

6

0.0

0.45

0.70

0.0

0.0

7

0.0

0.0

0.36

0.0

0.0

(1=)

Female
Age
Groups

Marital
Fertility
Bates

Survival
Proportions
Female

Male

1

.9963

.9953

2

.9982

.9974

10-14

3

0.8794

.9979

.9955

1;-19

4

1.2448

.9969

.9922

20-24

;

1.)018

.9961

.9912

25-29

6

0.9166

.9948

.9909

30-34 7

0.3516

.9926

.9882

35-39

0.2071

Note

I

8

See text for explanation,
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tations leading to these values.
Table 2 g1ves census counts of single persons and
Table 3 gives estimated numbers of marriages based on
statistics for the Marriage Registration Area.

The

census counts in Table 2, wh1ch refer to the census
date of April 1, are regarded here as approx1mations to
the corresponding quant1ties on January 1.

G1ven val-

ues of a1 and bj these data determ1ne values for c1j
from (1). These values need not be ~ 1, however, and
(i)

may fail to sat1sfy the monogamy cond1t1on if any

c1j > 1.

Several tr1al computations yielded no allow-

able choice of a1 and bj for which resulting values of
c1j ~ 1 for all i and j. Values for these trial computations were chosen arbitrarily subject to the conditions that they be increasing in i and

j

and that they

be greater than the observed proportions marrying for
the corresponding age-sex group.
bj

The values of a1 and
shown in Table 1 were selected from this set of trial

values with an eye toward overall low values of the resuIting c1j• It then proved possible to adjust the entries of Table 3 so as to yield estimates of c1j ~ 1
without materially changing the marginals of the table.
The values of ~ij shown in Table 1 are computed from
this adjusted table, shown below in Table 3.
The marital fertility rates shown in Table 1
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Table 2 .Dlstrl butlon by Age, Sex, and Marl tal Status. Unlted States Populatlon Aged 0-39 Years at the
1960 Census Date
Age
Group

Ever Marr1ed

Slngle
Female

Male

Female
(OOO)

Male

(OOO)

(OOO)

0-4

9,991

10,330

5-9

9,187

9,504

10-14

8,249

8,254

15-19

5,528

6.424

1,058

210

20-24

1.572

2,801

3,956

2,471

25-29

581

1,112

4,955

4.221

30-34

419

699

5,684

5,147

35-39

390

534

6,012

5,545

(OOO)

Sources. 1960 Census
Marltal Status. PC 2
E
Table 1, pp. 1 & 3, for
ages 15-39. 1970 Census of Population. General Populatlon Characterlstlcs. Unlted States SUmmary. Table
49, pp. 1-263&264, for ages 0-14.
Note I All persons aged 0-14 regarded as single.
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equal Bi/(xi + Fi.(X,y)), where Bi denotes the number
of births during 1960-64 to woman in the i-th five
year age group on January 1, 1960.

Values of Bi are

shown in the first column of Table 3.

The third

column of Table 2 gives values of xi, and the last
column of the upper portion of Table 3 gives values
of Fi.(X,y).
The survival proportions in Table 1 are computed
from the female and male life tables given in Keyfitz
and Flieger (1968).
Registered births during 1960 to woman aged x
to x + 4 approximate the number of births during
1960-64 to woman aged x on January 1, 1960.

Summing

these numbers over each age in a five year age group
yields an estimate

of
births during 1960-64 to women
~

in this age group on January 1, 1960.

The distribu-

tion of births in Table 3 is obtained by proportional
adjustment of these estimates for the age groups 10-14,

• • • , 35-39 so that total estimated births over these
groups equals total registered births during 1960-64.
A similar procedure yields the estimated numbers of
marriages in Table 3. Linear interpolation was applied
where published numbers of marriages were not given
by single years of age.

The distribution of first

marriages in the Marriage Registration Area during

..-.

Table 3. Un1ted States Populat1onl Est1mated D1str1bution of Births During 1960-64 by Age of Mother on
January 1, 1960, Estimated Distribution of First Marriages During 1960-64 by Age of Bride and Groom on
January 1. 1960. and Adjusted D1str1but1on of First
Marr1ages
ESTIMATED BIRTHS AND MARRIAGES

.--.

Age
Group.
Mother
2!:
Bride

Births
by Age

Qf.

. ""

,...,

(000)

Mother.
Jan. 1,

1960
(000)
".....

Marriages by Age of Br1de
and Groom on Jan. 1, 1960
Age Group. Groom

10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 Total

10-14

678

144

504

111

10

2

771

15-19

5294

91

1543

1385

173

31

3196

20-24

6836

2

103

805

304

80

1294

25-29

4746

0

7

74

96

46

223

30-34

2019

0

0

10

24

22

56

35-39

1245

Total

20.818

237

2157

2358

607

181

5540

ADJUSTED

.

,

-.
.--

MARRIAGES

10-14

0

418

353

0

0

771

15-19

186

1120

1221

485

184

3196

20-24

51

531

579

133

0

1294

25-29

0

88

149

0

0

237

30-34

0

0

56

0

0

56

Total

237

2157

2358

618

184

5554
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Sources for Table 31 V1tal Stat1st1cs of the Un1ted
States. Distribution of births estimated using Vol.
r for each year. 1960-64. Tables· 2-15. 2-12, 1-43.
1-48. and 1-50, respectively. Distribution of mar-

riages estimated using Vol. III, 1960, Tables 2-2
and 2-22. and 1967, Table 1-1.

Note

I

See text for explanation,
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1960-64 by age of bride and groom on January
is estimated by adjusting

the corresponding

1, 1960
distri-

butlon for total marriages using proportions

of mar-

riages involving never married brides and grooms in
each age group.
proportionally

;rhis distribution

is then inflated

so as to sum to the estimated number

of first marriages

in the United States during

The latter figure is obtained by applying
marriages
proportion

1960-64.

to total

in the United States during 1960-64 the
of first marriages

in the Marriage Regis-

tration Area in 1960.
Equilibrium

Growth Rate and

Age by Sex by Marital Status Distribution
Table 4 shows projected average annual growth
rates for males and females.

The average annual

growth rate equals (In c)/5 where c is the constant
of increase over the five year period.
converge to an equilibrium
per cent per annum.

The

Both rates

value of slightly over 2
trajectory

of the female

rate, graphed in Figure ), shows cycles of about 25
years' duration with amplitude

declining

to negligible

1

values in about
), the difference

100 years.

When graphed as in Figure

between the male and the female

rate has the appearance

of an exponential

decay modul-
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Table 4. Projected Average Annual Female and Male
Population Growth Rates. Un1ted States
Index
~u.mber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
i)

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
49
50

Years Past
1960
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
)0-)4
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85-89
90-94
95-99
100-104
105-109
110-114
115-119
120-124
240-244
245-249

Female
~

Male
Bate

(% )

(%)

1.125
1.558
2.154
2.390
2.187
1.877
1.86)
1.991
2.222
2.171
2.024
1.962
2.019
2.104
2.118
2.065
2.02)
2.032
2.066
2.083
2.070
2.049
2.044
2.056
2.067
2.058
2.058

1.322
1.723
2.285
2.512
2.236
1.893
1.877
2.006
2.220
2.170
2.024
1.962
2.020
2.104
2.117
2.065
2.024
2.0)2
2.066
2.08)
2.070
2.049
2.045
2.056
2.067
2.058
2.058

D1fference

(% )
-.197
-.165
-.131
-.122
-.049
-.016
-.014
-.015
-.002
+.001
.000
.000
-.001
.000
+.001
.000
-.001
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
-.001
.000
.000
.000
.000

100

2.5

Average Annual Growth Rate (%)
u.s. Female Populat1on Aged 0-39 Years

2.0

Sources Table

1.5

4

1.0

o

50

100

150

Years Past 1960

FIGURE 3
Projected Average Annual Growth Rates

200
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ated by cycles similar to those in Figure

J.

Table 5 shows the proportional distribution of
the United States population aged 0-39 years by age,
sex, and marital status (single, ever m&rried) as of
the 1960 census date.

Table 6 shows the correspondThe 1960 age distri-

ing equilibrium d1stribution.

butions for both males and females show lower proport10ns of persons aged 15-29 and h1gher proport1ons
aged 0-14 and 30-39 than the equ1librium d1stribut1on,
reflect1ng the relat1vely small birth cohorts of

1930-44.

In the 25-39 age groups the equilibrium

proportions ever married are nearly 100 percent for
both males and females, considerably higher than the
corresponding 1960 proportions.

The lower 1960 pro-

portions in these age groups perhaps reflect the long
term rise 1n proportions ever marrying pr10r to 1960
(Relet 19651 Feeney, 1972).

In the 15-24 age groups

the equil1brium proportions ever married are, with
the quantitatively minor exception of males 15-19,
lower than the corresponding 1960 proportions, indicating an increase in the average age at marriage.
Equilibr1um Age Schedules
of Marriage and Aggregate Fertility
Table 7 shows equilibrium age schedules of
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Table 5. Proportional Distribution by Age, Sex, and
Marital status I United States population Aged 0-39
Years at 1960 Census Date
Age
Group

Age Distributions
Female

(% )

Percent Ever Married
1n Each Age Group

Male

(% )

Females

Males

0-4

17.4

18.0

5-9

16.0

16.5

10-14

14.3

14.8

15-19

11.4

11.5

16.1

3.2

20-24

9.6

9.2

71.6

46.9

25-29

9.6

9.3

89.5

79.1

30-34

10.6

10.2

93.1

88.0

35-39

11.1

10.6

93.9

91.2

Total

100.0

100.2

Females 0-39, percent of total population 0-39

50.0

Males 0-39. percent of total populat1on 0-39

50.0

Source a Table 3.

I
,
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'"""

Table 6. Equilibrium Distribution by Age, Sex, and
Mar1 tal Status
Age
Group

Age D1str1but1ons
Female

Percent Ever Married
in Each Age Group

Male
Females

Males

12.8

12.0

3.5

11.5

11.5

64.4

41.6

25-29

10.4

10.3

98.5

97.5

30-34

9.3

9.2

99.3

99.2

3.5-39

8.3

8.2

99.4

99.5

99.9

99.9

(% )

(%)

0-4

17.6

17.7

5-9

15.8

15.9

10-14

14.2

14.3

15-19

12.8

20-24

Total

Females 0-39. percent of total population 0-39

49.1

Males 0-39, percent of total population 0-39

50.9

Note. See text for explanation.
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first marriage for males and females together with
the observed age schedules for 1960-64.

These equi-

librium age schedules together with the equilibrium
constant of increase c

=

1.1084, corresponding to

the average annual growth rate of 2.058%, comprise
a complete solution of the equilibrium equations (14)
of the last chapter.
The equilibrium marriage rates are higher for
each age group for both males and females than the
corresponding

1960-64 rates.

sight anomolous.

This result is at first

If single males are in excess supply

relative to equilibrium cond1tions one expects a depression of male marriage rates below equilibrium
levels and an inflation of female rates above equ1l1brium levels.

Conversely. if females are in excess

supply one expects female rates below, and male rates
above, their equilibrium levels.

In either case, how-

ever, one expects a contrary movement of male and
female marriage rates.
not occur in Table 7.

This contrary movement does
What is the explanation?

An experimental computation supports the expectation of contrary movement of male and female marr1age rates in response to changes in the relative
Availability of Single males and females.

The left

column in Table 7 shows the marriage rates which
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Table

7.

Equilibrium Age Schedules of First Marriage
for Females and Males

Marr1age

Age
Group

1960-64,

Rates

1960-64

Equilibrium

Adjusted

Females

Males

---

.-

10-14

.089

.094

.120

15-19

.535

.578

.595

20-24

.758

.823

.957

25-29

.369

.410

.542

30-34

.106

.133

.189

10-14

.030

.028

.035

15-19

.358

.336

.395

20-24

.900

.843

.958

25-29

.593

.556

.691

30-34

.279

.262

.307

Note. Marriage rates represent proportion of' persons
single in given age group at· the beginning of the
given period who marry during the succeding five
years.
The first column of the table indicates the
marr1age rates obta1ned by applying the estimated
marriage function to the 1960 single age-sex distr1bution less 25.% of the observed numbers of males in
the 20-29 year age groups •
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result,

given the marriage function

(1)

with the

parameter values given in Table 1, from introducing
a 25% deficit of single males in the 20-29 year age
groups in the 1960 single male age distribution.
Male marriage rates increase and female rates decrease, as expected.
This suggests that the pattern of marriage
rates in Table 7 cannot be explained by a surplus or
deficit of numbers of either sex available for marriage.

To explain the parallel movement of marriage

rates observe that the female and male marriage rates
for each age group may be written as, respectiYely,

(2a)

(2b)

bJmln(Dakxk,bkYk)
EbkYk

Changes in xl' x2' • • • and Y1' Y2' ••• which
involve no change in total number of single persons,
in proportions of single females in each age group,
and in proportions of single males in each age group
leave the factors on the right in each expression
unchanged.

Such changes necessarily entail a contrary

movement of the quantit1es Eak%k and E~Yk and this
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implies a contrary movement of the factors on the
left of (2a-b).

The result is a contrary movement

of male and female marriage rates at ~ach age.

When

changes in age-sex distribution involve changes in
the proportional age distributions within the single
male and female populations, however, the factors
on the right 1n (2a-b) will change, and these changes
need not be 1n opposite d1rect1ons.

Changes involving

higher proportions of single males and females in age
groups for which the values of c

are low will de1j
press both male and female marriage rates.
The results 1n Table 7 ind1cate that, while
both effects may eXist, it is the age distribution
effect which predom1nates 1n th1s case.

The explana-

t10n of the parallel movement of male and female marr1age rates between 1960-64 and equil1br1um 1s ev1~
dently that the 1960-64 age-sex d1stribut1on in the
s1ngle population included lower proport1ons of males
and females 1n the 15-29 age groups, where values of
c

are h1ghest, than the equi11brium d1stribution.
ij
Th1s age d1str1but1on effect should not be confused
w1th the fam1l1ar proposit1on that, g1ven a constant
age schedule of marriage for either sex, changes 1n
age d1str1but1on for th1s sex may depress or 1nflate
overall marr1age rates for this sex.

The present
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argument is that changes in the age distribution

of

single males may depress or inflate female marriage
rates within each age group and that, conversely,
changes in the age distribution

of single females

may depress or inflate male marriage rates within
each age group.
Table 8 shows equilibrium female aggregate ferti11ty rates together w1th observed rates for 1960-64.
The equilibrium age schedule together with the female
age schedule of mortality and the equilibrium
of increase c necessarily

satisfy the classical equa-

tion (2) of the last chapter.

Hence if the equili-

brium female age schedule of aggregate
known the equilibrium
by the equat10ns
equation

(2).

equil1brium

constant

fertility is

constant of increase determined

(14) may be obta1ned d1rectly from

The diff1culty

is of course that this

fert1lity schedule cannot be d1rectly ob-

served unless a population
this case the equilibrium

is in equilibr1um--

and 1n

constant of 1ncrease 1s

directly observable and no equation need be solved
to f1nd 1t.The

reason 1s that aggregate age schedules

of fertility are determined by mar1tal fert1l1ty rates
and the proport1ons

of woman marr1ed 1n each age group.

If marital fertility rates are constant, chang1ng proportions of woman married effect changing aggregate
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Table 8.

Age Group

Equilibrium Age Schedule of Aggregate
tility for Females
Female Aggre5!te

Fer-

Fert1l1ty Bates

, r-

Equ1l1br1um

1960-64

D1fference

s

10-14

.1052

.0824

+.0228

21.4

15-19

.8011

.8038

-.0027

0.3

20-24

1.2817

1.2363

+.0454

3.5

25-29

.9101

.8.598

+.0503

.5.5

30-34

_3496

.3307

+.0189

5.4

35-39

.2059

.194.5

+.0114

5.5
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fertility rates for this group.

The result is that,

except in equilibrium, the aggregate fert1l1ty rates
do not in general equal their equilibrium values and
the equations (14) must be solved in the1r full generality.
One may nevertheless ask whether any given cond1tion of disequilibrium

is such that no sensible

error results from apply1ng the class1cal theory based
on a constant age schedule of aggregate fertil1ty.
Application of the classical theory is tantemount to
assum1ng the observed and equ1l1brium age schedules
equal and 1f they closely approx1mate one another the
results based on equation (2) of the last chapter will
approximate those based on equa t.Lo n (14).

As 1ndicated

1n Table 8, the magn1tude of the d1fference between
the 1960-64 female aggregate fert1l1ty rates and the
corresponding equ1librium values is not large, about
a

5%

relative deviation overall.

the d1sequilibrium

This suggests that

in the United States populat1on

during 1960-64 due to the 1nteract1on between the sexes
in marr1age was Qf minor 1mportance for long term
population growth.
These last remarks indicate that the generalized
equilibrium and transformation equations given in the
last chapter may be regarded as extending rather than
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~

as replacing the classical equations based on constant age schedules of fertility and mortality.

Where

disturbances of age and sex distr1but1on are small
the two systems g1ve essent1ally the same results
and the generalized equations may be used to state
quant1tat1vely the error enta1led by use of the classical equations.

Where distrubances are large the

general1zed equations serve to analyze the result1ng
1nteract1on effects.
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